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ABSTRACT
Surfactant Behavior in Atmospheric Aerosols
Allison N. Schwier

Atmospheric aerosols are very important in the Earth climate system due to their role in cloud
formation and the global radiation budget. However, there are still many unanswered questions
about how the composition of the aerosol varies and how this composition affects the climate
system. While aerosols contain a mix of organic and inorganic material, a sub-fraction of the
organic material in atmospheric aerosols is surface active, arranging itself into organic films at
the gas-aerosol interface. These films can inhibit trace gas uptake, affecting atmospheric
chemistry and composition, and they can also impact water uptake, influencing cloud formation
properties. Additionally, these films can depress surface tension of atmospheric aerosols, leading
to enhanced cloud nuclei. Organic film behavior strongly depends on aerosol pH as well as ionic
content, and given the complexity of atmospheric chemistry, hundreds of possible surfactants
could exist at a given time in atmospheric aerosols. Therefore, it is imperative to study and
understand the formation of organic films and their behavior at atmospherically relevant
conditions.
In this work, we focus on three main questions about surfactant systems: 1. Do organic films
form at all atmospherically relevant conditions? 2. How can complex reactive systems be
modeled in terms of surface tension and light absorbing reaction products? and 3. What are the
different effects that oxidation of organic films can have on cloud condensation nuclei activity?
We studied systems of long chain fatty acids and α-dicarbonyls in aqueous aerosol mimics by
using pendant drop tensiometry to measure surface tension, UV-VIS to measure the formation of

light-absorbing products, Aerosol chemical ionization mass spectrometry (Aerosol-CIMS) to
characterize the reaction products, and a continuous flow streamwise thermal gradient cloud
condensation nuclei counter (CFSTGC) to measure the CCN activity.
We found that organic films of oleic acid and stearic acid formed at all atmospherically relevant
conditions (high ionic content and pH 0-8), though the efficacy of the surface film at depressing
surface tension changed as the ionization state of the organic changed. Reactive systems of
methylglyoxal and glyoxal showed the formation of some cross-reaction products that added to
the total product mass formed; however, most of the products formed were from self-reaction.
The formation of light absorbing products as well as the surface tension could be described
solely by the effects of the isolated organics combined in parallel, rather than including any
terms about cross-reaction species. The oxidation of mixed inorganic-organic aerosols with a
sodium oleate film showed little change in CCN activity as compared to pure inorganic aerosols,
but the same oxidation with an oleic acid film showed depressed CCN activity. This led to the
idea that oxidative aging in the atmosphere might not always increase the hygroscopicity of
aerosols. Overall, the results of this thesis demonstrate how variable aerosol properties are due to
the organics present within complex aerosol compositions. This work will help direct future
laboratory studies on atmospherically relevant systems in order to help elucidate an
understanding of surfactant behavior in atmospheric aerosols.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols play an important role in the radiative forcing of the Earth through both
direct and indirect pathways. Due to a highly variable composition of organic and inorganic
species that have different extinction properties, aerosols can affect cloud properties, such as
cloud lifetime and cloud brightness. They also affect trace-gas uptake and heterogeneous
reactivity of gas-phase organic species, altering atmospheric composition. Surface-active organic
species, or surfactants, can play an important role within organic aerosols due to their presence at
the gas-aerosol interface, so over the past decades, studies have focused on characterizing these
organics and their impact on the Earth climate system. In this chapter, a brief introduction to
atmospheric aerosols, their formation pathways and their importance is presented, followed by a
discussion on surfactants and their atmospheric significance. In closing, the relevance and goals
of this dissertation to study surfactant behavior are discussed.
1.1 Motivation to study Atmospheric Aerosols
Atmospheric aerosols originate from a wide variety of sources and are both naturally emitted and
man-made in origin. Typically ranging from a size of 2 nm to 20 μm, natural environmental
aerosols include dust, sea salt from wave crashing and sulfate from volcanic eruptions, while
anthropogenic aerosols include combustion products as well as by-products of agriculture. While
most chemical species in the atmosphere have lifetimes of minutes or hours (i.e. oxidants, trace
gases), aerosols tend to have longer lifetimes of ~7 days, and typically leave the atmosphere
through deposition processes, primarily by rain. Given the temporal and spatial variability of
aerosols and a multitude of multiphase organic chemistry pathways, highly variable aerosol
compositions of both organic and inorganic species have been observed, ranging between 10 to
90% organic [Kanakidou et al., 2005], where the organic compounds could number in the
thousands, mostly unspeciated.
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The direct and indirect effects are the two main effects of aerosols on climate. The direct effect is
the ability of aerosols to directly scatter or absorb incoming solar radiation which affects the
global radiation budget. For example, black carbon aerosols are absorbing aerosols, and have a
warming effect on the atmosphere, while sulfate aerosols, from anthropogenic sources as well as
volcanoes and DMS, have a cooling effect on the atmosphere. However, a highly variable
organic composition can alter aerosol absorbing and scattering potential, as the identities and
optical properties of many organic compounds in aerosols are unknown. Therefore, many
atmospheric aerosols could contain both scattering and absorbing organic compounds, leading to
a variable direct effect. The indirect effect is the ability of aerosols to affect cloud formation by
changing cloud properties, such as the capacity for a cloud to rain, its lifetime, or its albedo (a
measure of how much solar radiation is reflected back out to space) [Albrecht, 1989; Twomey,
1974]. Whether an aerosol will become a cloud droplet is dependent on its ability to uptake water
and grow, a property dependent on composition.
In Isaksen et al. [2009], adapted from the 4th Assessment by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change [IPCC, 2007], the uncertainty associated to the direct and indirect effect of
atmospheric aerosols is the largest of any forcing factor on the climate system (Figure 1.1). As
shown in the two left most (red) columns, well mixed greenhouse gases and short lived gases
(WMGG and SL-G, respectively) have a positive radiative forcing (a warming effect) and
relatively small error bars; aerosols, the rightmost (blue) columns, however, tend to have a net
cooling effect with much larger uncertainties. The effect of aerosols on the radiation budget is
separated into five categories: the direct effect, the cloud albedo and the cloud lifetime effect
(both of which are indirect effects), the semi-direct effect (the absorption of sunlight and
warming of the atmosphere (and subsequent decrease in the amount of solar radiation reaching
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the ground), due to absorbing aerosols), and the effect of mixed-phase clouds. Due to these large
uncertainties in all five categories, the effect of aerosols on the climate system has been a large
area of research in the atmospheric community over the past few decades.

Figure 1.1. Radiative forcings in the Earth climate system from 1750 to 2007. Positive forcings
cause a warming effect, while negative forcings cause a cooling effect. From left to right: Well
mixed greenhouse gases (WMGG) includes CO2, CH4, H2O and halocarbons; short lived gases
(SL-G) includes ozone, stratospheric water vapor (SWV), and NO2. (Taken from Isaksen et al.
[2009], adapted from AR4 IPCC [2007])
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1.2 Organic Aerosols
Atmospheric aerosols with organic fractions are commonly referred to as organic aerosols (OA).
This fraction, up to 90% of the aerosol by mass, can strongly affect the heterogeneous reactivity,
cloud nucleating ability and the optical properties of aerosols [Andrews and Larson, 1993;
Garland et al., 2005; Kanakidou et al., 2005; Thornton and Abbatt, 2005]. Much of the organic
material in aerosols is derived from volatile organic compounds (VOCs) through uptake or
reactive processes. VOCs are emitted directly into the gaseous phase, due to their high vapor
pressure (i.e. volatility), and while many of these species are combustion products (benzene,
toluene) there are also numerous natural VOCs, such as limonene, isoprene, and α-pinene.
Organic aerosols can be divided into two main categories, primary organic aerosol (POA) and
secondary organic aerosol (SOA). POA is aerosol that is directly emitted from either biogenic or
anthropogenic sources, and typically contains both organic and inorganic fractions. When VOCs
undergo oxidative or reactive processes in the atmosphere and combine with seed aerosols
(including POA and primary inorganic aerosol), these aerosols are commonly referred to as
SOA, due to their secondary formation pathways.
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Figure 1.2. One type of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation. Primary organic aerosols
(POA) from anthropogenic sources are emitted and travel in the atmosphere. Volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), such as α-pinene, are oxidized in the atmosphere and can then form SOA
via a “traditional” gas-phase pathway or aqueous-phase pathway. (Image taken from PNNL,
http://www.pnl.gov/science/highlights/highlight.asp?id=358)

The combining of seed aerosol and organic compounds to form SOA can occur via two different
mechanisms. “Traditional” SOA formation pathways occur when VOCs are oxidized in the
atmosphere by OH, O3 or other oxidizing agents, and form lower volatility organic compounds,
which then condense onto preexisting aerosol [Pankow, 1994; Seinfeld and Pankow, 2003].
More recently, an aqueous-phase SOA formation pathway has been found to occur when VOCs
and their oxidation products partition into aqueous aerosols (via Henry’s Law uptake) and
undergo aqueous-phase reactions. These reactions, including oligomerization and oxidation,
form lower-volatility products which then remain in the aerosol phase [Ervens and Volkamer,
2010; Nopmongcol et al., 2007; Sareen et al., 2010; Schwier et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009;
Tan et al., 2010]. A sub-fraction of organic compounds, from both primary and secondary
pathways (through both traditional and aqueous-phase formations), is surface-active species,
more commonly known as surfactants.
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1.3 Surfactants
Surfactants are amphiphilic organic species that have two defining moieties, a hydrophilic head
group and a hydrophobic carbon chain; therefore, in aqueous aerosols, this characteristic allows
surfactants to arrange themselves into aggregates to minimize the contact between the
hydrophobic moiety and water. To be thermodynamically favorable, surfactants will partition
themselves at the gas-aqueous interface in an “inverted micelle” structure (Figure 1.3), as well as
form micelles within the aqueous solution [Ellison et al., 1999; Gill et al., 1983; Tabazadeh,
2005]. This partitioning of surfactant at the gas-aerosol interface and in the bulk aqueous phase is
known as surface-bulk partitioning. Depending on the pH and salt content of solution, surfactants
can also arrange themselves into more complex structures, including lenses, crystals, and oil or
lamellar phases [Cistola et al., 1988; Hede et al., 2011; Leck and Bigg, 2005a, 2005b; Pósfai et
al., 2004; Reid et al., 2011]. Important atmospheric surfactants include organic acids, short chain
carboxylic acids, long chain fatty acids, saccharides, proteins, HULIS (humic-like substances)
and multi-functional compounds, as well as oxidation and secondary products such as
methylglyoxal, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and organosulfates. Hydrophilic head groups of
atmospheric surfactants can be carboxylic acids, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, esters, or amine
functional groups [Gill et al., 1983; Mochida et al., 2002; Peterson and Tyler, 2003; Russell et
al., 2002; Tervahattu et al., 2002b]. Due to the multitude of chemical reactions that occur in the
atmosphere and aerosols (gas- and aqueous-phase oxidation, aqueous-phase reactions,
oligomerization, etc.), it is highly likely that additional surfactants exist, such as secondary
reaction products, but that they remain unspeciated.
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Figure 1.3. Formation of an organic film due to the presence of organic surfactants. The
surfactants arrange themselves into an “inverted micelle” structure in order to partition the
hydrophobic moiety into the gas phase and keep the hydrophilic head group in the aqueous
aerosol.

1.3.1 Sources of surfactants
Surface-active organics are derived from both primary anthropogenic and biogenic sources, as
well as secondary process, such as oxidation and chemical reactions. Primary sources include
biomass burning [Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Pósfai et al., 2004; Rogge et al., 1993d; Schauer et al.,
2001; Simoneit et al., 1999; Tervahattu et al., 2005], biological activity [Hildemann et al., 1991;
Meyers and Kites, 1982; Rogge et al., 1993c; Simoneit, 1977; Simoneit and Mazurek, 1982;
Zhang and Anastasio, 2003], fossil fuel emissions and combustion products [Grosjean et al.,
1978; Hildemann et al., 1991; Kawamura and Kaplan, 1987; Kawamura et al., 1985; Rogge et
al., 1993a, 1993b; Schauer et al., 1999b, 2002b; Simoneit, 1985; Tervahattu et al., 2005;
Warneck, 2003; Zhang and Anastasio, 2003], and cooking emissions [Cheng et al., 2004; He et
al., 2004; Robinson et al., 2006b; Schauer et al., 1996, 1999a, 2002a; Zhao et al., 2007].
Biological activity near the ocean surface and the phenomenon of bubble bursting also releases
marine aerosols with large fractions of organic material [Barger and Garrett, 1970; Bezdek and
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Carlucci, 1974; Blanchard, 1963, 1964; Garrett, 1967; Gershey, 1983; Hoffman and Duce,
1977; Kawamura and Gagosian, 1987; Keene et al., 2007; Marty et al., 1979; Middlebrook et
al., 1998; Mochida et al., 2002; Morris and Culkin, 1974; Novakov et al., 1997], much of which
is long chain fatty acid surfactants [Cavalli et al., 2004; Fang et al., 2002; Gagosian et al., 1982;
Mochida et al., 2002; O'Dowd et al., 2004].
Secondary sources of surfactants include gas-to-particle conversions, such as the formation of
SOA through either the “traditional” or aqueous-phase pathway. It was observed that gas-phase
oxidation of isoprene led to the formation of water soluble carbonyls [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998;
Zimmermann and Poppe, 1996], which were then processed in clouds or aerosol water to form
surface-active organic acids [Altieri et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2005; Warneck, 2003]. Cis-pinonic
acid, an oxidation product of α-pinene, and other atmospherically relevant organic acids have
been shown to be surface active [Aumann et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2009; Chebbi and Carlier,
1996; Dash and Mohanty, 1997; Hyvärinen et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Shulman et al.,
1996; Tuckermann, 2007; Tuckermann and Cammenga, 2004; Varga et al., 2007]. Alkene
ozonolysis led to the formation of low molecular weight surface-active water soluble carbon
products [Asa-Awuku et al., 2010]. HULIS and fulvic acid, both of which are found in soil and
water sources as well as atmospheric aerosols, are surface-active material [Anderson et al., 1995;
Chen and Schnitzer, 1978; Gelencsér et al., 2002, 2003; Terashima et al., 2004; Yates and von
Wandruszka, 1999], and organosulfates formed in situ have also been found to be surface-active
[Li et al., 2011c; Nozière et al., 2010; Sareen et al., 2010; Schwier et al., 2010; Surratt et al.,
2007].
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1.3.2 Presence and detection of organic films
Due to the “inverted micelle” structure, surfactants are responsible for organic film formation on
atmospheric aerosols. These films can form a barrier to trace gas uptake and affect
heterogeneous reactivity [Folkers et al., 2003; McNeill et al., 2006; Thornton and Abbatt, 2005],
and alter aerosol optical properties [Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Dinar et al., 2008; Kanakidou et
al., 2005; Malm and Kreidenweis, 1997; Mircea et al., 2005]. Organic films also depress the
surface tension of atmospheric aerosols, though the efficacy of the latter is dependent on the
composition of the organic film and the surfactant packing structure.
Due to a lack of analytical techniques, organic films on aerosols have not yet been directly
detected; however, the use of microscopy, spectrometry and surface tension measurements help
provide indirect morphological information. In 1964, it was clearly shown that marine aerosols
contained surface-active organic material [Blanchard, 1964]. Since that time, the use of
microscopy techniques and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry have shown aerosols
to contain organic coatings [Buseck and Pósfai, 1999; Peterson and Tyler, 2002, 2003; Pósfai et
al., 2004; Russell et al., 2002; Tervahattu et al., 2002b, 2002a, 2005]. However, for all of these
indirect techniques, the aerosols were dried, so the coatings may have been formed during the
drying process rather than existing in the natural aerosol morphology. Surface tension
measurements have also been performed on multiple ambient aerosol, fogwater, and rainwater
samples [Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Capel et al., 1990; Cavalli et al., 2004; Decesari et al., 2003;
Facchini et al., 1999, 2000; Hitzenberger et al., 2002; Kiss et al., 2005; Mazurek et al., 2006;
Salma et al., 2006; Taraniuk et al., 2007], and most have shown surface tension depression due
to the presence of surfactants. Again, this is not a clear indicator of the existence of an organic
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film on the actual ambient samples due to the collection processes (most ambient samples are
collected on filters and re-suspended in solution afterwards).
1.4 Effects of Surfactants
The existence of organic films on atmospheric aerosols can affect atmospheric composition (by
affecting trace gas uptake and heterogeneous reactivity) and climate (by impacting cloud
formation and the global radiation budget).
1.4.1 Uptake of trace gases and heterogeneous reactivity
Recent reviews have focused on the impact of organic films on trace gas uptake and
heterogeneous chemistry [Donaldson and Vaida, 2006; Donaldson and Valsaraj, 2010; Kolb et
al., 2010]. Laboratory measurements, field studies and modeling techniques have all been used
to quantify these effects based on the identities of the trace gas, the organic film and the subphase.
Organic films have been shown to inhibit the uptake of water and atmospheric trace gases (N2O5,
O3) as well as depress the rate of water evaporation; however, the level of inhibition depends on
the composition and packing efficiency of the surfactant layer, as well as the identity of the trace
gas [Anttila et al., 2006; Archer and La Mer, 1955; Badger et al., 2006; Chan et al., 2006;
Cosman et al., 2008; Cosman and Bertram, 2008; Cruz and Pandis, 1998, 2000; Dash and
Mohanty, 1997; Escoreia et al., 2010; Folkers et al., 2003; Glass et al., 2006; Knopf et al., 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2005a, 2005b; McNeill et al., 2006; Park et al., 2007; Rideal, 1925; Rosano and
La Mer, 1956; Rouvière and Ammann, 2010; Stemmler et al., 2008; Thornton and Abbatt, 2005].
Surfactants with long hydrophobic chains (16 or more carbon atoms) form incompressible films
because of the strong attractive force interactions between the neighboring carbon chains, while
shorter surfactants (and those with branched or bent chains) form more loosely packed films
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[Schofield and Rideal, 1926]. These loosely packed films, known as “expanded state films” have
a much lower barrier to water evaporation than long chain surfactants, due to packing density
[Archer and La Mer, 1955; Rosano and La Mer, 1956]; their degree of packing increases as the
surfactant concentration, and therefore surface coverage, increases.
Packing efficiency is also affected by the extent of unsaturation in the hydrophobic chain as well
as pH [Adam, 1921; Adam and Miller, 1933; Kanicky and Shah, 2002; Schulman and Hughes,
1932; Seelig and Seelig, 1977]. At higher pH, long chain fatty acids have been shown to form
weak expanded state films [Adam, 1921; Adam and Miller, 1933]. The polar head group of a
surfactant can also affect packing efficiency [Myers, 1988]. In mixed component films (films
composed of two surfactants), the uptake/water evaporation rate was found to be intermediate
between that of each isolated surfactant [Cosman et al., 2008; Gilman and Vaida, 2006; Park et
al., 2007; Rosano and La Mer, 1956; Rouvière and Ammann, 2010].
1.4.2 Surface tension
Surface tension is a measure of the attractive force of particles in a surface layer to particles
within the bulk phase; due to this property, liquids form curved droplets on surfaces in order to
minimize surface free energy. Surface tension depression from surfactants has been studied since
the early 20th century [Langmuir, 1917a, 1917b; Walker, 1921], yet atmospherically relevant
systems have only been studied over the last fifty years. As stated previously, surface tension
depression in aqueous aerosol extracts is an indicator of organic film formation, and multiple
studies have been performed on aqueous ambient samples of aerosol, rainwater and fog
[Anderson et al., 1995; Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Aumann and Tabazadeh, 2008; Capel et al.,
1990; Cavalli et al., 2004; Decesari et al., 2003; Facchini et al., 1999, 2000; Hitzenberger et al.,
2002; Mazurek et al., 2006; Seidl and Hänel, 1983] and HULIS samples [Chen and Schnitzer,
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1978; Kiss et al., 2005; Salma et al., 2006; Taraniuk et al., 2007; Yates and von Wandruszka,
1999].
Laboratory studies have focused on the surface tension properties of organic species like
saccharides [Aumann et al., 2010; Tuckermann and Cammenga, 2004], carboxylic acids (<10
carbon chain) [Aumann et al., 2010; Dash and Mohanty, 1997; Ekström et al., 2009; Hyvärinen
et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Shulman et al., 1996; Tuckermann, 2007; Tuckermann and
Cammenga, 2004; Varga et al., 2007], long chain fatty acids (>12 carbon) [Aumann et al., 2010;
Aumann and Tabazadeh, 2008; Cosman et al., 2008; Cosman and Bertram, 2008; Knopf and
Forrester, 2011; Reid et al., 2011; Schwier et al., 2012], complex organic mixtures [Henning et
al., 2005; Svenningsson et al., 2006; Topping et al., 2007; Tuckermann and Cammenga, 2004],
and secondary surfactants [Li et al., 2011c; Nozière et al., 2010; Sareen et al., 2010; Schwier et
al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009] in both aqueous solutions and high ionic strength salt solutions.
Many organic species, both primary and secondary in nature, relevant to atmospheric aerosols
have shown clear surface tension depression that increases with increasing organic concentration.
In complex mixtures, high ionic strength concentrations tend to expel organic towards the
surface due to a phenomenon known as “salting out” [Li et al., 1998; Matijevic and Pethica,
1958; Setschenow, 1889]; this phenomenon can increase the surface activity of organics and lead
to enhanced surface tension depression. Additionally, pH can shift the ionization state of the
organic, leading to changes in efficacy in surface activity [Kanicky and Shah, 2002; Schwier et
al., 2012].
Surface tension depression can impact aerosols’ ability to form cloud condensation and ice
nuclei [Andrews and Larson, 1993; Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Chuang et al., 1997; Cziczo et al.,
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2004; DeMott et al., 2003; Ervens et al., 2005; Facchini et al., 1999; Kärcher and Koop, 2005;
Novakov and Penner, 1993; Shulman et al., 1996]; this ability of seed aerosols to form cloud
droplets is described by Köhler Theory [Köhler, 1936].
1.4.3 Cloud nucleation
Köhler Theory describes the ability of soluble particles to activate into cloud droplets and
become cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) by
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where S is supersaturation, Dp is the diameter of the particle, Mw is the molecular weight of
water, σ is the surface tension, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature, ρw is the density
of water, and ns is the number of moles of solute in the droplet [Cruz and Pandis, 1997; Gerber
et al., 1977; Katz and Kocmond, 1973; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998].
Essentially, when aerosols are in air parcels supersaturated with respect to water vapor, at a
critical level of water vapor content, or critical supersaturation, the water vapor will begin to
condense on aerosols of a critical diameter and the aerosols will grow to sizes equivalent of
cloud droplets. The Köhler equation has two terms, the first known as the Kelvin effect and the
second known as the Raoult effect. Compared to a planar surface, molecules at a curved surface
are farther apart, so less energy is required to overcome the attractive forces between the
molecules in order to partition molecules into the gas phase; therefore, the Kelvin effect, or
curvature effect, tends to increase the vapor pressure of water over the droplet. Based on
Raoult’s law, as the solute concentration increases in a droplet, the vapor pressure of water
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decreases due to the decreasing water fraction; thus, the Raoult, or solute, effect tends to
decrease the vapor pressure of water over the droplet. Based on both effects, the overall
supersaturation can vary in either direction. Given the surface tension depression caused by
organic films on aerosols, the Kelvin effect term can become smaller, decreasing the overall
supersaturation required for cloud droplet growth and formation. In practice, kinetic limitations
can inhibit droplet growth and water uptake [Chuang et al., 1997; Nenes et al., 2001], and
surface-bulk partitioning of organic material can strongly affect cloud droplet activation at
critical supersaturations [Prisle et al., 2008, 2010, 2011; Raatikainen and Laaksonen, 2011;
Sorjamaa et al., 2004; Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2006]. Köhler Theory is intended to describe
nonvolatile systems, so work has been performed to incorporate the effects of soluble gases and
slightly soluble matter (such as surfactants) [Kulmala et al., 1993; Laaksonen et al., 1998;
Topping and McFiggans, 2011].
Multiple laboratory studies and field campaigns have shown the presence of surfactants to affect
the ability of an aerosol to behave as a CCN [Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Corrigan and Novakov,
1999; Cruz and Pandis, 1997, 1998; Ekström et al., 2009; Facchini et al., 1999; Henning et al.,
2005; Lance et al., 2009; Liu et al., 1996; Mochida et al., 2006; Prenni et al., 2001; Raymond
and Pandis, 2002, 2003]. Secondary processes to surfactants, such as oxidative aging, also
impact CCN activity [Broekhuizen et al., 2004a, 2004b; Schwier et al., 2011; Shilling et al.,
2007; VanReken et al., 2005]. Many studies have shown that the effects on CCN activity are
largely dependent on ambient conditions and the types of surfactants present.
Specific studies have focused on HULIS [Dinar et al., 2006, 2007; VanReken et al., 2005; Wex
et al., 2007], polyols [Ekström et al., 2009], and dicarboxylic acids [Abbatt et al., 2005;
Broekhuizen et al., 2004a; Cruz and Pandis, 1997, 1998; Henning et al., 2005; Hori et al., 2003;
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Padró et al., 2007; Pradeep Kumar et al., 2003; Prenni et al., 2001; Raymond and Pandis, 2002,
2003; Riipinen et al., 2007; Shulman et al., 1996; Topping et al., 2007; Tuckermann, 2007;
Vanhanen et al., 2008]. Modeling efforts and molecular dynamics simulations have also been
used to quantify the effect of surfactants on CCN activity [Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Asa-Awuku
and Nenes, 2007; Chakraborty and Zachariah, 2007, 2008, 2011; Facchini et al., 1999; Hede et
al., 2011; Li et al., 2010, 2011a, 2011b; Ma et al., 2011; Shulman et al., 1996; Topping et al.,
2007; Wex et al., 2007]. These have been found to depend heavily on droplet size, surfactant
identity and concentration, and surfactant properties.
Kinetic limitations of aerosol growth can also affect the CCN activity of aerosols containing
surfactants. Numerous models have been developed to describe this phenomenon [Asa-Awuku
and Nenes, 2007; Ervens et al., 2005; Feingold and Chuang, 2002; Khvorostyanov and Curry,
2008], and laboratory experiments have been performed [Corrigan and Novakov, 1999; Shantz et
al., 2010], including chamber experiments [Asa-Awuku et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Engelhart et al.,
2008; Hegg et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2008]. For some surfactant species, inorganic salt was
found to decrease the barrier to water uptake and cloud droplet activation [Bilde and
Svenningsson, 2004; Raymond and Pandis, 2003]. Field studies focused on CCN closure have
also been performed [Lance et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Padró et al.,
2010; Ruehl et al., 2008, 2009; Shantz et al., 2010].
1.5 Goals of this research
The main goal of this research has been to explore the atmospheric conditions under which
organic films form, and to better understand the optical properties, CCN activity, and secondary
products formed when multiple organic compounds (surfactants) are present. Starting with the
simplest aerosol scenario, an isolated organic species, this thesis then looks at more complex
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mixed-organic systems and finally, aerosol systems where gas-phase atmospheric oxidants are
present. The following scientific questions will be addressed:
1. Under what aerosol conditions (pH, inorganic salt concentration) will organic films form with
isolated long chain fatty acids?
2. In complex mixed-organic systems, can the surface tension effects be modeled a priori from
knowledge of the individual species? What kind of aqueous-phase cross-reaction products
exist, and how does this complex system affect absorbance properties?
3. If an organic film is oxidized, how does the CCN activity differ between before and after
oxidation?
1.6 Thesis Overview
The overarching hypothesis for this work is that surfactants form organic films under most
atmospherically relevant conditions, even though surfactants affect surface tension and CCN
activity differently based on their surface active potential.
In Chapter 2, pendant drop tensiometry, the experimental method used to determine the surface
tensions of bulk aqueous solutions studied in this thesis, is described. Additionally, we present
the analysis technique used on surface tension data in order to present relevant information to the
atmospheric community. We also describe the experimental methodology of Aerosol-CIMS
experiments and those with the CFSTGC.
In Chapter 3, we studied the simplest aerosol system (isolated organic compounds in inorganic
salt solutions) to determine under what atmospheric conditions an organic film would form.
Using oleic acid and stearic acid in both NaCl and (NH4)2SO4 salt solutions (both organics are
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slightly soluble long chain fatty acids, Figure 1.4), we measured the surface tension depression
of these solutions with pendant drop tensiometry at varying pH, varying salt content, and varying
organic content. While the surfactant behavior of both long chain fatty acids has been known for
almost 100 years, these acids had never before been studied at atmospherically relevant
conditions. Surfactant behavior is highly variable, so performing measurements at aerosol
environments was relevant as a proxy for long chain fatty acid behavior in atmospheric aerosols.
We observed surface tension depression compared to water of up to ~30 and 45% for aqueous
solutions containing stearic or oleic acid, respectively, at pH 0-8 and all inorganic salt
concentrations. This suggested that surface film formation was favorable for these species in
atmospheric aerosols at all relevant conditions.

Figure 1.4. Molecular structures of oleic and stearic acid.

In Chapter 4, we studied the more complex binary reactive system of methylglyoxal and glyoxal,
two α-dicarbonyl compounds (Figure 1.5). These species typically coexist in the atmosphere and
are derived from anthropogenic and biogenic VOC oxidation; having previously studied these
species in isolation [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009], we wanted to see whether the
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binary system behaved synergistically in terms of surface tension depression and optical
properties. Using UV-vis spectrophotometry, we characterized the formation of light-absorbing
products of the reactive species in aqueous aerosol mimics (methylglyoxal, glyoxal and
ammonium sulfate). We found that absorption at 280 nm could be described well using models
for the formation of light-absorbing products by glyoxal and methylglyoxal in parallel. Using
pendant drop tensiometry, we showed that the surface tension depression by glyoxal and
methylglyoxal in these solutions could be modeled as a linear combination of the effects of the
isolated organics. Reaction product species were identified using chemical ionization mass
spectrometry with a volatilization flow tube inlet (Aerosol-CIMS). Peaks consistent with
glyoxal-methylglyoxal cross-reaction products were observed, accounting for a significant
fraction of detected product mass, but most peaks could be attributed to self-reaction of either
glyoxal or methylglyoxal. As a final conclusion, we found that while cross-reaction products
contributed to SOA mass from aerosol uptake of glyoxal and methylglyoxal, they were not
required to accurately model the effects of this process on aerosol surface tension or light
absorption.

Figure 1.5. Molecular structures of glyoxal and methylglyoxal.
In Chapter 5, we added an additional complexity to a surfactant system by oxidizing the
surfactant and determining how the CCN activity changes once the surfactant film is chemically
altered. We quantified the CCN activity of sodium salt aerosols (NaCl, Na2SO4) internally mixed
with sodium oleate and oleic acid. We found that particles containing roughly one monolayer of
sodium oleate/oleic acid showed similar CCN activity to pure salt particles, whereas a tenfold
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increase in organic concentration slightly depressed CCN activity. O3 oxidation of these multicomponent aerosols had minimal effect on the critical diameter for CCN activation for
unacidified particles at all conditions studied, and the activation kinetics of the CCN were similar
in each case to those of pure salts. Particles containing sodium oleate which were acidified to
atmospherically relevant pH before analysis in order to form oleic acid, however, showed
depressed CCN activity upon oxidation. This effect was more pronounced at higher organic
concentrations. The behavior after oxidation was consistent with the disappearance of the
organic surface film, supported by Köhler Theory Analysis (KTA). κ-Köhler calculations
showed a small decrease in hygroscopicity after oxidation. This study supported the finding that
oxidative aging may not always enhance the hygroscopicity of internally mixed inorganicorganic aerosols.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, we discuss the overarching conclusions of this work and future directions of
surfactant studies.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Overview
This section describes the methodology of pendant drop tensiometry (used in Chapter 3 & 4),
Aerosol-CIMS (used in Chapter 4), and the CFSTGC (used in Chapter 5). These techniques and
the specific procedures used for the experiments are also further described within the following
chapters.
2.1 Pendant Drop Tensiometry
Pendant drop tensiometry (PDT) is an experimental technique used to measure the static surface
tension of a bulk aqueous solution. Experiments can be performed at varying temperatures and
will indicate whether the surface tension of the aqueous solution is affected by the presence of
organics, yet it is important to remember that this is still only an indirect method of
demonstrating organic film formation.
Droplets of the sample aqueous solution were formed at the tip of a capillary tube on a 25 or 100
μL syringe and allowed to equilibrate in an enclosed chamber with quartz windows for at least
60 seconds (and up to 15 minutes) before image collection. The tensiometer in use is similar to
that described by Anastasiadis et al. [1987]. Images were captured using a TV zoom lens
(Fujinon) harmonized to a Pulnix model TM-7CN video camera. Snap shot images were taken at
constant time intervals, allowing for equilibration time as the droplet grew in size, until the
droplet detached from the syringe and fell. The last image of the droplet at its largest stable
volume was used for analysis (Figure 2.1, left). Analysis software written in-house was executed
using MATLAB (The MathWorks 7.0), and followed the edge detection method of Canny
[1986] (Figure 2.1, right). This analysis calculated the drop shape factor, H, following the
method of several selected planes [Juza, 1997]. The surface tension of the drop, σ, was
calculated based on the droplet shape according to Adamson and Gast [1997],
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where Δρ is the difference in the density of the drop and the surrounding gas phase, g is
acceleration due to gravity, and de is the equatorial diameter of the droplet. The density of the
solution was determined as an average of three measurements by using an analytical mass
balance (Denver Instruments).

Figure 2.1. Droplet as seen using the TV zoom lens, left, and edge detection analysis, right.

For aqueous solutions containing surfactants, the surface tension is typically less than that of
water (~72.5 dyn cm-1 at 25oC) while inorganic salt solutions (i.e. NaCl, (NH4)2SO4) have a
surface tension higher than that of water [Washburn, 2003]. In atmospheric sciences, the surface
tension dependence on surfactant organic content is typically parameterized using the
Szyszkowski-Langmuir equation, as given by Facchini et al. [1999],

   o  aT ln(1  bC )

(2.2)

where σ and σo are the surface tension of the solution with and without the addition of organics,
respectively, T is the ambient temperature (K), C is the carbon content in the solution (in mol
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carbon (kg water)-1), and a and b are fit parameters specific to every organic. σo values for
inorganic solutions are taken from the International Critical Tables [Washburn, 2003]. For
systems where multiple organics are present, [Henning et al., 2005] modified the equation to
give a linearly additive model based on carbon fraction for each organic species

   o   i aiT ln(1  biC )

(2.3)

i

where χi is the carbon content of each organic (Ci) divided by the total carbon amount in the
system (C), and ai and bi are fit parameters for each individual organic.
2.2 Aerosol-CIMS.
Aerosol-CIMS is a spectrometer technique used for simultaneous measurements of aerosol-phase
and gas-phase organic species [Hearn and Smith, 2004a, 2006b]. Molecules remain unfragmented due to the soft ionization technique, and are thus more easily identified and
quantified. Organic molecules are detected with high sensitivity and selectivity based on the
identity of a parent ion, which can be either positive or negative polarity. Aerosol-CIMS
incorporates the use of a variable temperature volatilization flow tube, which has been used for
studies of oxidative aging of aerosols [Hearn et al., 2005, 2007; Hearn and Smith, 2004b, 2005,
2006a, 2007; McNeill et al., 2007, 2008] and aerosol characterization [Hearn and Smith, 2006b;
Li et al., 2011c; Sareen et al., 2010; Schwier et al., 2010].
In Chapter 4, a custom built chemical ionization mass spectrometer with a volatilization flow
tube inlet (Aerosol-CIMS) was used to detect secondary organic material as described by Sareen
et al. [2010]. Briefly, a reaction mixture of 2 M organics (G:MG 1:1) and 3.1 M AS was
prepared as described in §4.2. After roughly 24 hours reaction time, the mixture was diluted with
Millipore water until the salt concentration was 0.2 M. The dilute solution was aerosolized using
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a constant-output atomizer (TSI), and the resulting aerosol stream was combined with dry N2 to
achieve a relative humidity of 50-60%. On the basis of our previous observations of the MG-AS
system, we expect oligomer formation to be irreversible upon dilution over the experimental time
scale [Sareen et al., 2010]. Additionally, the time the solutions spent in aerosol form in our
experiments was short ( 3.5 s) compared to the time scale of the oligomerization reactions.
Hence, the reaction products detected via Aerosol-CIMS were most likely formed during the first
24 h after mixing.
The equilibrated aerosol stream was sent through a poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) tube heated
to 135°C for volatilization of the aerosol organics. The organic analyte molecules interacted with
a reagent ion, either I- or H3O+·(H2O)n in the chemical ionization region (3.5 cm ID stainless
steel manifold, 3.8 cm long) of the mass spectrometer. In the I- detection scheme, the analyte
molecule is detected as a cluster with I-,
I-·H2O + R  I-·R + H2O

(2.4)

or is ionized via proton abstraction.
I- + R−H  R- + HI

(2.5)

In the H3O+·(H2O)n detection scheme, the reagent ion reacts through either proton transfer
[Hearn and Smith, 2004a]
H3O+·(H2O)n + R  RH+ + (H2O)n+1

(2.6)

or ligand switching with the entering neutral species [Blake et al., 2009],
H3O+·(H2O)n + R  H3O+·R + (H2O)n

(2.7)

and is detected as either a protonated analyte molecule (RH+) or as a cluster with H3O+. These
reagent ions are paired to utilize their complementary capabilities; I- forms clusters with organic
acids, hemiacetals, and some aldol condensation products [McNeill et al., 2007; Sareen et al.,
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2010], while H3O+·(H2O)n is less selective and will ionize most organic molecules [Blake et al.,
2009; Hearn and Smith, 2004a]. Ion neutral reaction times were between 20-30 ms. After the
chemical ionization region, ions accelerated through a series of charged focusing lenses, to
control clustering efficiency, in a collisional dissociation chamber held at 5 Torr. The ions pass
through a 0.2 cm-ID orifice into the final chamber (~10-8 Torr), where they are detected using a
19 mm quadrupole and detector (Extrel CMS).
2.3 CFSTGC.
The continuous flow streamwise thermal gradient cloud condensation nuclei chamber provides
CCN activity information of aerosols when operated in tandem with a scanning mobility particle
sizer (SMPS) [Lance et al., 2006; Roberts and Nenes, 2005]. In Chapter 5, aerosols pass through
a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) and are classified by size based on electric mobility. The
effluent is split between a condensation particle counter (CPC) (measuring total concentration of
particles) and the CFSTGC (measuring CCN activity). In the CFSTGC, aerosols are introduced
to a cylindrical growth chamber with varying supersaturation conditions with respect to water
vapor (100.1 – 101%), and some sub-fraction activates and grows to form cloud droplets, which
are then counted and measured using an optical particle counter. As the DMA voltage is cycled
and scanned, a CCN size distribution and activation ratio is determined using inverted timeseries information of the total aerosol concentration and the sub-fraction of activated droplets
[Moore et al., 2010].
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CHAPTER 3
SURFACE TENSION DEPRESSION BY LOW-SOLUBILITY ORGANIC
MATERIAL IN AQUEOUS AEROSOL MIMICS

3.1

Introduction

Surface-active organic material, including long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs), is a common
component of tropospheric aerosols. It has been proposed that surfactants form films on aqueous
aerosol particles in an “inverted micelle” configuration [Ellison et al., 1999; Gill et al., 1983]. As
shown for bulk films and laboratory-generated aerosols, such surface films can retard mass
transfer across the gas-aerosol interface, potentially affecting aerosol heterogeneous reactivity
and cloud formation [Asad et al., 2004; Broekhuizen et al., 2004a; de Gouw and Lovejoy, 1998;
Hearn and Smith, 2004b; Moise and Rudich, 2002; Pradeep Kumar et al., 2003; Shilling et al.,
2007; Vesna et al., 2008; Zahardis and Petrucci, 2007; Ziemann, 2005]. There is indirect
evidence for organic surface films on ambient atmospheric aerosols, including observations of
core-shell morphology for particles which have been sampled, dried, and probed offline [Buseck
and Pósfai, 1999; Mochida et al., 2002; Peterson and Tyler, 2002; Pósfai et al., 2004; Russell et
al., 2002; Tervahattu et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2005] and surface tension depression in aqueous
extracts of aerosols, fogwater, and rainwater [Asa-Awuku et al., 2008; Cavalli et al., 2004;
Decesari et al., 2003; Facchini et al., 1999, 2000; Kiss et al., 2005; Mazurek et al., 2006; Salma
et al., 2006; Taraniuk et al., 2007]. However, the existence of these films over a wide range of
conditions has not been confirmed directly, due to a lack of analytical techniques able to probe
particle morphology in situ.
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Other surfactant phases besides a surface layer are also possible in the aerosol, including
micelles, oil or lamellar phases, and crystals, and these may exist in equilibrium with each other
and/or a surface monolayer [Cistola et al., 1988; Hede et al., 2011; Tabazadeh, 2005]. Primarily
organic particles with inorganic inclusions [Pósfai et al., 2004] and gel-like mixtures [Leck and
Bigg, 2005a, 2005b] have also been observed for mixed organic/inorganic particles. It has been
suggested that the formation of micelles limits the ability of surface-active organics in aerosols to
reduce the surface tension of a particle beyond ≈ 10 dyne cm-1 [Tabazadeh, 2005]. Based on
studies of idealized systems, it is clear that the stable configuration of surfactants in solution
depends on a number of factors, including the pH and ionic content of the solution [Cistola et al.,
1988; Johann and Vollhardt, 1999; Matijevic and Pethica, 1958; Setschenow, 1889], so it is not
possible to simply extrapolate surface tension measurements performed at other conditions to
atmospherically relevant scenarios (i.e. low pH, multiple organic species, high ionic content).
The surface tensions of aqueous solutions containing stearic and oleic acids, two prevalent LCFA
atmospheric aerosols, have previously been studied on aqueous subphases at basic and slightly
acidic pHs [Andreas et al., 1938; Chumpitaz et al., 1999; Fu et al., 2000; Theander and Pugh,
2001]. However, the pH of atmospheric aerosols can range from 0-8, and little work has been
performed at pH < 3 [Keene et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007]. In addition, at typical atmospheric
relative humidity, aerosols may become supersaturated in salt, yet previous studies in the
literature have focused only on the surface tension behavior of these fatty acids in water or dilute
salt solutions. The aerosol community lacks sufficient data on the surface-bulk partitioning of
most naturally occurring organic surfactants under conditions typical of aqueous aerosols to
accurately predict the formation of organic surface films as a function of aerosol chemical
composition. The focus of this study was to explore surface tension behavior and film formation
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under atmospherically relevant conditions expected in atmospheric aerosols. We investigated the
surface/bulk partitioning of stearic acid (SA) and oleic acid (OA) in water and aqueous solutions
of ammonium sulfate (AS) and sodium chloride (NaCl). We used pendant drop tensiometry to
measure surface tension depression by these species as a function of pH, organic concentration,
and salt content. Implications for film formation in atmospheric aerosols will be discussed.
3.2

Materials and Methods

The sodium salts of OA and SA, sodium oleate and stearate, are more soluble in water than their
acid forms, oleic and stearic acid. For this reason, sodium oleate and sodium stearate were used
to prepare solutions in this study, and the pH of each solution was adjusted as described below.
As the pH of solutions containing these LCFAs decreases, both oleate and stearate ions convert
to their acid forms following:
C17H33COO- .Na+ + H3O+ ↔ C17H33COOH + H2O + Na+

(3.1)

C17H35COO- .Na+ + H3O+ ↔ C17H35COOH + H2O + Na+

(3.2)

At pH 1, given that the pKa of oleic acid is 5.02 [Riddick et al., 1986], the ratio of oleate to nondissociated oleic acid is 9.5499×10-5; nearly all of the organic will remain non-dissociated at
acidic conditions.
Bulk solutions were prepared by dissolving either sodium oleate (TCI) or sodium stearate (MP
Biomedicals) in Millipore water. The solutions were gently heated and stirred for ~ 30 minutes,
and were then removed from heat. The inorganic ion effect on surface tension depression was
tested by adding either ammonium sulfate (Fischer Scientific) or sodium chloride (VWR).
Surface tension measurements using pendant drop tensiometry (PDT) were performed and
analyzed following the methodology described in Chapter 2. PDT experiments were typically
performed at near-saturation or saturated concentrations and varying pH to mimic the
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composition of aqueous atmospheric aerosol particles. Solutions were also tested with varying
organic and salt concentrations in order to characterize the effect of “salting out” on surface film
formation [Setschenow, 1889]. HNO3 was added drop-wise to the solutions at room temperature,
with continuous stirring, until the desired pH was reached as measured to within ± 0.1 pH units
using an Accumet 20 digital pH meter. Solutions of pH 0-8 were studied in order to sample the
range of pH relevant to tropospheric aerosols and to elucidate LCFA phase behavior. In most
cases some solid organic precipitate formed upon pH adjustment or addition of salt; the
supernatant was used for surface tension measurements after the solution equilibrated at least 24
h. In order to verify that there were no significant bulk depletion effects from surface-bulk
partitioning of the organic during PDT measurements on the saturated supernatant solution, we
compared the number of organic molecules at the surface of the drop to the total organic content.
Using an oleate footprint of 48 Å2 [Langmuir, 1917b] and a 40 μL aqueous droplet with the
lowest concentration of sodium oleate tested (0.001 M), and assuming a full monolayer of
coverage, we calculate that nearly all of the oleate remains within the bulk phase (~ 99%).
Solubility will decrease with decreasing pH until the solubility equals that of the LCFA form (for
stearic acid: ~ 10-5 M in H2O at 20°C) [Haynes, 2011]. For a bulk aqueous concentration of 10-5
M, ~ 50% of the organic remains within the bulk phase, while the remainder is at the surface of
the drop. The presence of salt will further decrease solubility. Control experiments were
performed in order to test the effect of bulk depletion: droplets of aqueous SA solution (~ 3×10-3
M) at pH 2 including the solid precipitate were sampled for PDT analysis. The droplets
equilibrated at least 5-15 minutes before images were taken and σ = 50.5 ± 0.9 dyn cm-1. This is
comparable to the surface tension of saturated SA supernatant at pH 2, (σ = 53.1 ± 1.0 dyn cm1

), indicating that bulk depletion has minimal effects on measured surface tension.
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Additional control experiments were performed to determine whether the addition of nitric acid
affected the surface tension of the salt solutions in the absence of organics. For these tests, the
maximum amount of nitric acid necessary to adjust saturated OA in saturated AS, NaCl or H2O
solutions to the lowest pH (~ pH 0.5) was determined. This amount of nitric acid was then added
to H2O, saturated AS or NaCl with no organic present and the surface tension was measured and
compared to the surface tension of the pure non-acidified salt solutions. The effect of acid was
found to be negligible, giving a difference in surface tension of < 3% in each case.
3.3

Results and Discussion

Measurements were performed while varying three parameters: concentration of organic and
inorganic species, and pH. The results are detailed in the following sections.
3.3.1 Effect of varying organic concentration.
Table 3.1. Szyszkowski-Langmuir fit parameters for saturated stearic acid and oleic acid in 3.1
M AS at pH 3.
Solution
σo (dyn cm-1) a ×102 (dyn cm-1 K-1) b (kg water (mol carbon)-1)
78.5
2.4 ± 0.2
502.3 ± 128
Stearic Acid
78.5
0.92 ± 0.05
(7.3 ± 4.9) ×106
Oleic Acid

Figure 3.1 shows the effect of increasing organic concentration on surface tension in 3.1 M AS at
pH 3 for A) SA and B) OA. For both SA and OA, as the organic concentration increased toward
saturation, the surface tension decreased by ~ 30 and 45% of the value of pure water (72 dyn
cm-1), respectively. Surface tension dependence on organic content follows the SzyszkowskiLangmuir equation, as given by Facchini et al. [1999],
σ = σo – aT ln (1+bC)

(3.3)

Values of σo were taken from the International Critical Tables [Washburn, 2003]. The fit
parameters, a and b, for Figure 3.1 are shown in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Varying (A) stearic acid and (B) oleic acid in 3.1 M (NH4)2SO4 at pH 3. The solid
line is the fit to the Szyszkowski-Langmuir equation, Eq. (3.3), and the gray dotted lines are the
confidence intervals. The error bars represent the weighted average surface tension from multiple
measurements associated with each data point.

3.3.2 Effect of varying salt.
Figure 3.2 shows the effect of varying AS concentration with 1.7 mM stearic acid at a constant
pH 3. In the presence of AS up to ~ 3 M, the surface tension of the organic solution remains
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roughly constant at 51.3 ± 0.4 dyn cm-1. As the concentration of salt increases, the surface
tension increases, however, the surface tension is always less (up to 36%) than that of a pure
saturated AS solution [Washburn, 2003]. Solubility of the organics is expected to decrease with
increasing salt concentration (“salting-out”) [Setschenow, 1889]. High salt concentrations have
been shown to enhance surface tension depression by soluble surfactants [Matijevic and Pethica,
1958].
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Figure 3.2. Varying (NH4)2SO4 concentration with 1.7 mM stearic acid (SA) at pH 3. The line
indicating the surface tension of pure aqueous (NH4)2SO4 is based on values from the
International Critical Tables. The error bars represent the weighted average surface tension from
multiple measurements associated with each data point.

3.3.3 Effect of varying pH.
Tropospheric aerosol pH can be as low as 0 for aerosols with a large H2SO4 component or as
high as 8 for freshly emitted sea salt particles, but most commonly aerosol pH is between 3-5
[Keene et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007]. While surface tension depression compared to organic-
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free solutions was observed for solutions containing OA or SA at all pH values studied, the
effect of varying pH on aqueous droplet surface tension depends on whether or not salt is
present. For all varying pH studies, saturated salt and organic concentrations were used. At pH
values below the ionization range of oleic and stearic acid (pH < 4), both organics formed oily
mixtures in water and salt solutions, with decreased solubility of the organic, regardless the
presence of salt.

Figure 3.3. Saturated oleic acid (OA) and stearic acid (SA) in saturated NaCl, (NH4)2SO4 and
water with varying pH. The lines indicate the surface tension of pure aqueous salt solutions and
water based on values from the International Critical Tables. The error bars represent the
weighted average surface tension from multiple measurements associated with each data point.

OA in H2O shows significant surface tension depression, with surface tension values decreasing
through the ionization range (oleic acid pKa = 5.02, [Riddick et al., 1986]) until stabilizing at
26.3 ± 0.2 dyn cm-1 at higher pH values (Figure 3.3). The observed decrease in surface tension
with increasing pH is consistent with the increasing solubility of the organic as ionization
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becomes favored. Aqueous solutions of SA show a slight decrease in surface tension as pH
increases from 0 to 3, and a constant surface tension (~ 35 dyn cm-1) at more basic pH (≥ 6.5)
(Figure 3.3). OA in salt solutions (both AS and NaCl) depresses solution surface tension for each
pH tested. The observed surface tension was roughly constant with pH (45.2 ± 0.2 and 42.3 ± 0.2
dyn cm-1 in AS and NaCl, respectively), most likely due to the maximum organic concentration
having partitioned to the surface of the droplet as a result of “salting-out”.
Several studies of stearic and oleic acid monolayers on aqueous substrates have been performed,
many of which focused on the surface pressure [Ebeltoft et al., 1994; Florence and Harkins,
1938; Labourdenne et al., 1996; Langmuir, 1917a; Marsden and Rideal, 1938; Schulman and
Hughes, 1935] and packing efficiency [Gilman et al., 2004; Zeno et al., 2004]; however, few of
these studies were performed at atmospherically relevant conditions. Walker [1921] performed
surface tension measurements of these acids in water, mixed with NaOH (in order to form
organic salts) at varying temperatures (20-90oC), and found minimum surface tensions of 23 dyn
cm-1 for oleic and stearic acid (however, the stearic acid was impure and contained up to 40%
palmitic acid). Lottermoser [1935] measured the effect of gaseous CO2 on the surface tension of
water and both acids with NaOH and found that the presence of CO2 resulted in a slight increase
in surface tension.
In water, the minimum surface tension of oleic acid is typically between 25-30 dyn cm-1
[Andreas et al., 1938; Chumpitaz et al., 1999; Fu et al., 2000; Theander and Pugh, 2001]. Oleic
acid has also been studied in different solvents such as glycerol, cyclohexane and hexane, or in
the presence of fluorites [Flores Luque et al., 1977; Sinz et al., 2011; Yehia, 1997]. Minimum
surface tensions in these systems were 38, 24 and 44 dyn cm-1, respectively. Zhao et al. [2009]
measured the surface tension of oleic acid with tetradecyltrimethylammonium hydroxide and
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found a minimum surface tension of ~ 27 dyn cm-1. Measurements on interfacial surface tension
using stearic acid and hexane decreased as the pH increased [Cratin, 1993]. Slauenwhite and
Johnson [1996] found the bubble surface tension of saturated stearic acid in water to be 57 dyn
cm-1.
The surface tension we measured for saturated sodium oleate and sodium stearate in H2O at basic
pH are similar to those values observed by Andreas et al. [1938]. They also observed a minimum
σ ~ 25 dyn cm-1 for sodium oleate; for sodium stearate, σ ~ 30 dyn cm-1 was found at time scales
relevant to this study. Our measured surface tension values for sodium oleate in H2O are also
consistent with those tested over a range of basic pH values by Theander and Pugh [2001]. In all
studies performed here, sodium oleate depressed surface tension more than sodium stearate. This
is attributed to the higher solubility of sodium oleate at room temperature [McBain and Sierichs,
1948].
Xin et al. [2008] observed a minimum surface tension of 25.8 dyn cm-1 from sodium oleate in
NaCl at pH 7.6, lower than that observed within our system (Figure 3.3). However, they used a
maximum of 0.1 M NaCl, whereas our solutions were saturated with NaCl at concentrations at
least 50× higher. Reid et al. [2011] studied oleic acid/NaCl systems and predicted the formation
of an organic lens, rather than an “inverted micelle” morphology. They also measured the surface
tension of a 0.3 mM oleate/2.5 M NaCl bulk solution to be 25.1 mN m-1 with a Wilhelmy plate.
We measured the surface tension of a similar solution using PDT, allowing comparable time
scales for droplet equilibration, and observed a minimum surface tension value of 35 dyn cm-1.
The observed difference could be due to variations in sample preparation and experimental
technique. The inorganic and organic concentration ranges probed in this paper were otherwise
higher than those used in the experiments of Reid et al.
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The surface tension depression we have observed exceeds the maximum 10 dyne cm -1 reduction
predicted by Tabazadeh, despite the likely presence of micelles in our saturated solution samples
(the critical micelle concentration of sodium stearate or sodium oleate is ~ 5.6 ×10-4 M)
[Tabazadeh, 2005]. This is consistent with the notion that micelles or other phases exist in
equilibrium with, rather than competing with, a surface monolayer [Cistola et al., 1988].
3.4

Atmospheric Implications and Conclusions

Laboratory studies show that surface films of SA and OA can suppress the uptake of N2O5 and
influence aerosol CCN activity [Abbatt et al., 2005; King et al., 2009; McNeill et al., 2007;
Schwier et al., 2011]. It should be noted that aerosols with core-shell morphology that are
generated in the laboratory for heterogeneous chemistry or CCN activity studies are not
necessarily representative of atmospheric aerosol morphology; they are often pH ~ 7 [McNeill et
al., 2007], and/or the organic surface films are prepared via condensation of organic vapors at
elevated temperatures from the gas phase [Abbatt et al., 2005; McNeill et al., 2008]. In this
study, we have shown that oleic and stearic acids significantly depress the surface tension of
aqueous solutions with compositions mimicking tropospheric aerosol water over a range of pH
and salt concentrations. This suggests that the formation of organic films at the gas-aerosol
interface, leading to surface tension depression, is indeed favorable for these species under
atmospherically relevant conditions, with the associated implications for aerosol heterogeneous
chemistry and CCN activity.
In atmospheric aerosols, multiple surface active organic species will be present. Mixtures of fatty
acids tend to exhibit melting point depression compared to the pure components [Grondal and
Rogers, 1944; Zhang et al., 2001]. The presence of mixed organics in solution results in chain
length incompatibility and greater intermolecular distances, and therefore leads to lower pKa, a
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greater fraction of ionized molecules at a given pH, and increased solubility [Kanicky and Shah,
2002]. Thus LCFA solubility, and therefore film formation, is likely enhanced in typical aqueous
aerosol environments due to the presence of mixed organics.
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CHAPTER 4
GLYOXAL-METHYLGLYOXAL CROSS-REACTIONS IN SECONDARY
ORGANIC AEROSOL (SOA) FORMATION

4.1

Introduction

Organic matter is a ubiquitous component of atmospheric aerosols. Inorganic aerosols may
acquire an organic component via in situ interactions with volatile organic compounds (VOCs), a
family of processes known as secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation [Hallquist et al.,
2009]. SOA formation is one of the greatest sources of uncertainty in estimations of aerosol
forcing on climate [Hallquist et al., 2009; Kanakidou et al., 2005].
Glyoxal (G) and methylglyoxal (MG) are gas-phase oxidation products of many anthropogenic
and biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [Grosjean et al., 1993; Paulson and Seinfeld,
1992; Tuazon et al., 1986]. In several cases, including isoprene and toluene oxidation, G and MG
are both oxidation products of the same VOC [Grosjean et al., 1993; Paulson and Seinfeld,
1992; Tuazon et al., 1986]. G and MG have recently attracted much attention as potential SOA
precursors [Altieri et al., 2008; Carlton et al., 2007, 2008; Corrigan et al., 2008; De Haan et al.,
2009; Ervens et al., 2004, 2008; Fu et al., 2009; Galloway et al., 2009; Hastings et al., 2005;
Kalberer et al., 2004; Kroll et al., 2005; Liggio et al., 2005b; Lim et al., 2005; Nozière et al.,
2009; Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009; Volkamer et al., 2007, 2009; Yasmeen et al.,
2010; Zhao et al., 2006]. SOA formation by these volatile α-dicarbonyl species occurs via their
uptake into the aqueous phase of an aerosol particle or cloud droplet, followed by aqueous-phase
chemistry leading to the formation of low-volatility oligomer products. While such
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heterogeneous SOA formation pathways have been identified for G and MG separately, these
species are unlikely to be found in isolation in the atmosphere [Grosjean et al., 1993; Paulson
and Seinfeld, 1992; Tuazon et al., 1986]. These highly reactive species resemble each other
structurally and participate in similar self-oligomerization chemistry in aqueous systems [Sareen
et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009]. Therefore, significant cross-reaction may occur when both G
and MG are present. Cross-oligomerization between G and MG could increase the expected SOA
yield from these precursors. Additionally, we have shown that the secondary organic products
formed by G and MG in the presence of NH4+ and H3O+ may change the optical properties of the
aerosol, and MG may affect the aerosol surface tension [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al.,
2009]. In order to evaluate the atmospheric significance of these observations, we must study the
SOA formation chemistry of G and MG as it would most likely occur in nature: simultaneously
in a mixed system.
In this work, we studied the chemistry of G and MG together in aqueous aerosol mimics
containing ammonium sulfate (AS). We characterized the formation of light-absorbing
secondary organic products using UV-Vis spectrophotometry. We found that a model based on
the formation kinetics and optical properties of self-reaction products is sufficient to describe the
observed kinetics of formation of products absorbing at 280 nm. We also showed that the effects
of G and MG on the surface tension of the solution are additive. Aerosol chemical ionization
mass spectrometry (Aerosol-CIMS) was used to characterize reaction mixtures, and while most
peaks observed corresponded to G or MG self-reaction products, some peaks consistent with
products of G-MG cross-reaction by aldol condensation or hemiacetal formation mechanisms
were observed. We conclude that G-MG cross-reactions contribute to SOA mass yield from
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these precursors, but that they need not be explicitly taken into account when modeling the
effects of G and MG uptake on aerosol surface tension or light absorption.
4.2

Materials and Methods

Solutions were prepared using Millipore water and a total mixed organic (G + MG)
concentration ranging from 0-2.0 M. Three different molar ratios of G:MG were tested: 3:1, 1:1,
and 1:3. Solutions were prepared from 40 wt% aqueous stock solutions of each organic (Fisher
Scientific, Acros Organics). High, near-saturation salt concentrations (3.1 M AS) were used in
most of the reaction mixtures studied in order to mimic the composition of aqueous atmospheric
aerosol particles [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009]. The AS concentration was varied
from 0 to 3.1 M in order to probe the kinetics of the reactions of G and MG with the ammonium
ion. The pH of each solution was tested using an Accumet model 15 pH/conductivity meter
(Fisher Scientific). The pH of these solutions with no buffering or addition of acid ranged from
pH = 2.7(±0.1) to 4.9(±0.1) depending on the amount of organics present. These pH values all
fall within the range of pH relevant to tropospheric aerosols [Keene et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,
2007]. The acidity of these mixtures is due to trace impurities of pyruvic acid and glyoxylic acid
in the stock solutions [Sareen et al., 2010]. In experiments where pH was varied, the desired pH
was obtained by adding dilute HNO3 to the reaction mixtures. All solutions were prepared in 100
mL Pyrex volumetric flasks, were sampled at ambient temperature and pressure, and were not
protected from ambient light. Exposure to light was not observed to affect the formation of lightabsorbing products in the G-AS and MG-AS systems [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009].
4.2.1 UV-Visible Spectrophotometry.
The UV-Vis absorption spectrum of samples was measured using an HP 8453 UV-Visible
spectrophotometer. A 10 mm open-top quartz cuvette (Agilent Technologies) was used.
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4.2.2 Surface Tension measurements.
Surface tension measurements using PDT were performed and analyzed following the
methodology described in Chapter 2.
4.2.3 Aerosol-CIMS.
Mass spectrometry measurements using Aerosol-CIMS were performed following the
methodology described in Chapter 2.
4.3

Results and Discussion

Similar to our previous observations of G and MG reacting separately in aqueous aerosol mimics
containing ammonium salts, we observed that aqueous mixtures of G, MG, and AS changed
color, becoming darker with time. The results of our characterization of this reactive system
using UV-Vis spectrophotometry, pendant drop tensiometry and Aerosol-CIMS are detailed in
the following sections.
4.3.1 UV-Vis absorption and kinetics.
Figure 4.1 shows UV-Vis absorption spectra of solutions containing 3.1 M AS and varying initial
concentrations of organics (G:MG 1:1) 24 hours after mixing. As we observed previously for the
G-AS and MG-AS systems, a peak ~280 nm increases in magnitude with increasing total organic
concentration [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009]. A shoulder at 345 nm also appears at
high organic concentrations (≥ 0.03 M) after a delay of ~10 h, consistent with our observations
of the G-AS system [Shapiro et al., 2009]. Figure 4.2 shows the time evolution of the peaks at
280 nm and 345 nm for an aqueous solution containing 0.05 M total organic concentration
(G:MG 1:1) and 3.1 M AS. As we showed previously using density functional theory, the
product species absorbing at 280 nm are likely to include a mixture of (hemi)acetal oligomers
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and aldol condensation products. Aldol condensation products and N-substituted species may
absorb at 345 nm [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009].
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Figure 4.1. UV-Vis spectra of aqueous solutions containing 3.1 M (NH4)2SO4 and varying total
organic concentration (G:MG 1:1). Spectra were measured 24 h after mixing.

Additional experiments were performed to test the effects of varying G:MG ratio, pH, AS
concentration and initial total organic concentration (Figure 4.3). The absorbance at 280 nm
increases linearly with a decreasing G:MG ratio. This is consistent with our observations that the
reaction products formed in the MG-AS system absorb more strongly at 280 nm than those in the
G-AS system [Sareen et al., 2010]. It also suggests that the absorption of G-MG cross products
at 280 nm can be represented by a linear combination of the absorptions of G-G and MG-MG
self-reaction products. G-MG cross-reaction products are expected to have similar molecular
structures to the self-reaction products. Therefore, they should absorb light at similar
wavelengths [Sareen et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2009]. Density functional theory calculations
confirm that an example aldol condensation cross-product absorbs at ~280 nm with an oscillator
strength f > 0.2 (see §4.3.1.1).
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Figure 4.2. Time dependence of light absorption at (A) 280 nm and (B) 345 nm for solutions
containing 3.1 M AS, 0.05 M total organics (G:MG 1:1), and pH = 3.9. The curve shown in
panel (A) is from the mathematical model described by equations (4.1 - 4.5).

Absorbance at 280 nm also varied linearly with total organic concentration, pH, and AS content.
This suggests that the protonation of the organic reactants by NH4+ or H3O+ is the rate-limiting
step in the formation of the products responsible for the absorbance at 280 nm [Sareen et al.,
2010]. Both aldol condensation and acetal formation are initiated by protonation of the carbonyl.
We modeled the kinetics of the formation of light-absorbing products. The modeling effort was
focused on absorption at 280 nm since this was the only significant peak observed at
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atmospherically relevant organic concentrations and time scales. The rate of formation of
absorbing products was modeled based on the rate-limiting initiation step: the protonation of G
or MG. The linear dependence of absorption at 280 nm on the G:MG ratio as shown in Figure
4.3(a), was used to create the overall rate equation as follows:
dAbs
d [ MG] 
 d [G]
   G
  MG
l
dt
dt
dt 


(4.1)

where Abs is the absorbance at 280 nm, εG and εMG are the average molar absorptivities of
products formed by the self-reactions of G and MG at 280 nm, respectively, and l is the path
length. The time evolution of the reactants was described by the following equations:
d [ MG]
 k A II [ MG][ NH 4 ]  k B II [ MG][ H 3O  ]
dt

(4.2)

d [G]
 kC II [G][ NH 4 ]  k D II [G][ H 3O  ]
dt

(4.3)

d [ NH 4 ]
 k A II [ MG][ NH 4 ]  kC II [G][ NH 4 ]
dt

(4.4)

d [ H 3O  ]
 kB II [ MG][ H 3O  ]  k D II [G][ H 3O  ]
dt

(4.5)

Here, kAII and kCII are the second-order rate constants for the protonation of G and MG,
respectively, by NH4+. Similarly, kBII and kDII are the rate constants for the protonation of G and
MG by H3O+. Sareen et al. [2010] reported the following parameters for the MG-AS system: εMG
 4938 Lmol-1cm-1, kAII = 5×10-6 M-1min-1, kBII  10-3 M-1min-1. Shapiro et al. [2009] reported εG
 15 Lmol-1cm-1 and kCII ≤ 2.5×10-4 M-1min-1 for G-AS. An additional G-AS experiment was
performed in order to constrain kDII (see §4.3.1.2). It was found that εG  681 L mol-1cm-1 and kDII
 0.60 M-1min-1. We used POLYMATH 6.10 (Polymath Software) to numerically integrate
equations (4.1)-(4.5) and found that the kinetic model describes the data in Figures 4.2 and 4.3
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well when values of kAII = 5×10-6 M-1min-1, kBII = 10-3 M-1min-1, kCII = 3.25×10-5 M-1min-1, kDII =
0.15 M-1min-1, εG = 750 Lmol-1cm-1 and εMG = 7500 L mol-1cm-1 are used. Fit statistics are
provided in §4.3.1.3. This observation that the formation of light-absorbing products in the
mixed G-MG system can be modeled without explicitly accounting for cross-reactions simplifies
the future representation of this process in atmospheric chemistry and climate models. This does
not imply that cross-products do not contribute to the observed light absorption, but rather that
their formation mechanisms share a common rate-limiting step with the self-reaction products
(protonation of the carbonyl), and their absorptivity at 280 nm can be modeled as a linear
combination of those of the self-reaction products.
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4.3.1.1 Density functional theory calculations.
Jaguar 7.6 (Schrödinger, LLC) was used for ab initio predictions of the UV-Vis absorption of
potential products. Geometries were optimized and vibrational frequency calculations were
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performed using density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional and the cc-pVTZ(f) basis set [Kendall et al., 1992]. Time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations were then used
for the excited states, again with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ(-f) [Gross and Kohn, 1990].
Table 4.1. TD-DFT results.
Mechanism


(nm)

oscillator
strength

MG-MG aldol
[Shapiro et al.,
2009]

228.93
243.01
359.72

0.3896
0.4168
0.1782

b)

G-MG aldol

173.84
193.91
256.10

0.1106
0.4627
0.2431

c)

G-G aldol [Sareen et
al., 2010]

167.30
308.22

0.2204
0.4054

Molecule

a)

Absorbance (AU)

4.3.1.2. Calculation for pH dependence of the formation of light-absorbing products by
glyoxal in aqueous ammonium sulfate.
1.4
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Figure 4.4. Absorbance at 280 nm for aqueous solutions of 1.62 mM glyoxal (G) in 3.1 M
(NH4)2SO4 with varying pH. The measurements were made 3 hr after mixing. The y-error bars
reflect uncertainty in the absorbance based on variation in the baseline signal, and the x-error
bars show the uncertainty in the pH measurement. The curve shown is from the mathematical
model.
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We previously found a lower bound for the rate constant for the reaction of glyoxal with
ammonium of 2.5×10-4 M-1min-1 [Shapiro et al., 2009]. Based on the data in Figure 4.4 we
determine a lower bound for the molar absorptivity at 280 nm, G  681 L mol-1cm-1 and an
upper bound for the rate constant for glyoxal reacting with H3O+ of 0.60 M-1min-1. The curve
shown in Figure 4.4 was generated using the following model to describe the reactions of glyoxal
with NH4+ and H3O+ to produce products which absorb light at 280 nm:

d [ P]
d [G ]
 kCII [G ][ NH 4 ]  k DII [G ][ H 3O  ]  
dt
dt

d [ NH 4 ]
 kCII [G ][ NH 4 ]
dt
d [ H 3O  ]
 k DII [G ][ H 3O  ]
dt

(4.6)

(4.7)
(4.8)

Polymath 6.1 was used to numerically integrate eqns. (4.6)-(4.8). Good agreement with the
experimental data in Figure 4.4 was found when G = 750 Lmol-1cm-1, kDII = 0.15 M-1min-1, and
kCII = 3.25×10-5 M-1min-1 were used.
4.3.1.3 Model fit statistics.
‘Goodness of fit’ (2) for the model simulations described in §4.3.1 was quantified as follows:

N

( Amodel ,n  Aexp ,n )2

n 1

Aexp ,n

 
2

(4.9)

where N is the number of observations in a given dataset, Aexp,n is experimentally observed
absorbance at 280 nm for a given condition, and Amodel,n is the corresponding model prediction.
All model predictions were obtained using equations (4.1)-(4.5) in the manuscript, with the
parameters listed in Table 4.2. 2 for the datasets presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 are listed
in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2. Parameters used in model.
750 Lmol-1cm-1
G
7500 Lmol-1cm-1
G
kAII
5×10-6 M-1min-1
kBII
10-3 M-1min-1
kCII
3.25×10-5 M-1min-1
kDII
0.15 M-1min-1

Table 4.3. Goodness of fit (2) values.
Dataset
2
Time series (Figure 4.2a)
0.0075
Varying ratio G:MG (Figure .3a)
0.048
Varying pH (Figure 4.3b)
0.087
Varying salt (Figure 4.3c)
0.0074
Varying total organic (Figure 4.3d)
0.0067
Glyoxal, varying pH (Figure 4.4)
0.0042

4.3.2 Surface Tension.
Results of surface tension measurements of solutions containing a 1:1 mixture of G and MG is
shown in Figure 4.5(a). Surface tension decreases with increasing total organic content. The
effect is enhanced when AS is also present in the solution, probably due to “salting-out” [Sareen
et al., 2010; Setschenow, 1889]. The observed surface tension depression can be described by the
Szyszkowski-Langmuir equation [Adamson and Gast, 1997; Henning et al., 2005] :
σ = σo –aT ln (1+bC)

(4.10)

with values of σo taken from the International Critical Tables [Washburn, 2003]. Fit parameters
obtained using Eq. 4.10 are listed in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Szyszkowski-Langmuir fit parameters
Mixture
G-MG (H2O, no salt)
G-MG (3.1 M AS)
MG (3.1 M AS) [Sareen et al., 2010]
G (3.1 M AS) [Shapiro et al., 2009]

σo
(dyn cm-1)
72.0
78.5
78.5
78.5

a
b
-1
-1
(dyn cm K ) (kg water (mol C)-1)
0.023 ± 0.003
2±1
0.0189 ± 0.0006
83 ± 13
0.0185 ± 0.0008
140 ± 34
0.00
0.00

Experiments shown in Figure 4.5(b) were performed at 2 and 0.05 M total organics in 3.1 M AS,
with ratios of G:MG varying from 3:1 to 1:3. The data are plotted as a function of MG content
for comparison with our previous study of the MG-AS system [Sareen et al., 2010]. It is
apparent that the surface tension depression in the mixed G-MG system is determined only by
MG content and is not affected by the presence of G [Shapiro et al., 2009]. G and its selfoligomerization products were not observed to depress surface tension in aqueous AS [Shapiro et
al., 2009]. Therefore, surface tension depression in the G-MG system can be described by an
additive model such as that of Henning et al. for nonreacting organic mixtures [Henning et al.,
2005].
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Figure 4.5. Pendant drop tensiometry results. Surface tension is shown for (A) aqueous solutions
with and without 3.1 M (NH4)2SO4, with G:MG 1:1 at various initial concentrations, and (B) for
3.1 M (NH4)2SO4 and a total organic concentration of 0-2 M, with varying ratios of G:MG,
plotted as a function of MG concentration. The curves in panel (A) are weighted nonlinear least
squares fits to the data using the Szyszkowski-Langmuir equation (Eq. 4.6). MG-only data from
Sareen et al. [2010] along with the Szyszkowski-Langmuir curve and confidence intervals from
fits to that data are shown for reference in panel (B). Each point represents the weighted average
of five to eight measurements, taken at 24 hours after mixing, and the error bars indicate the
standard deviation.
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4.3.3 Aerosol-CIMS.
Aerosol-CIMS proposed peak assignments and mass spectra for the G-MG/AS system are shown
in Tables 4.5-4.6 and Figure 4.7. Both detection schemes (H3O+·(H2O)n and I-) show products of
G-G and MG-MG self-reaction. Peaks consistent with products of G-MG cross reaction via aldol
condensation and hemiacetal pathways were also observed. In control experiments, aqueous
solutions containing G and MG were tested and show observable signal at many of the peaks
observed in the G-MG/AS spectra. This is consistent with the notion that a major role of NH4+ in
this system is to promote the formation of oligomers that may also be present (in lower
quantities) in the absence of salt [Barsanti and Pankow, 2005; Krizner et al., 2009; Kua et al.,
2008; Nemet et al., 2004; Sareen et al., 2010]. Data from the control experiments are seen in
Figure 4.6.
4.3.3.1 Negative ion detection with I-.
The mass spectrum shown in Figure 4.7(a) was obtained using I- as the reagent ion. The use of
Aerosol-CIMS with I- as a reagent ion for the detection of organic acids, acetal oligomers, and
aldol condensation products has been described previously [McNeill et al., 2007; Sareen et al.,
2010]. Most of the peaks in the mass spectrum, including those at 217.1, 225.0, 275.1, and 289.5
amu, correspond to masses of MG self-reaction products [Sareen et al., 2010]. Peak assignments
are listed in Table 4.5. Those compounds include hemiacetal oligomers and aldol condensation
products formed by MG self-reaction. For detailed discussion of the MG self-oligomerization
compounds, the reader is referred to Sareen et al. [2010].
The peak at 203.1 amu is consistent with monohydrated G, I-·C2H4O3. The remaining major
peaks are attributed to products of G self-reactions and G-MG cross-reactions. Each of the
proposed products features multiple hydroxyl groups and therefore is expected to form clusters
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with I- [Sareen et al., 2010]. The peak at 260.8 amu corresponds to either I-·C4H6O5, a G selfreaction hemiacetal dimer [De Haan et al., 2009; Galloway et al., 2009; Hastings et al., 2005;
Liggio et al., 2005a, 2005b] or I-·C5H10O4. The molecular formula C5H10O4 is consistent with a
G-MG dimer, but its formation mechanism is unknown.
Table 4.5. Proposed peak assignments for Aerosol-CIMS mass spectra obtained using I- as the
reagent ion. Reported mass uncertainty reflects the peak width at half maximum at 126.9 amu.
m/z (amu)
± 1 amu

Ion Formula

Molecular
Formula

203.1

I-.C2H4O3
I C2H2O2. H2O

C2H4O3
C2H2O2

(hydrated) G

217.1

I-.C3H6O3
I-.C3H4O2. H2O

C3H6O3
C3H4O2

(hydrated) MG*

225.0

C6H9O7S-

C6H10O7S

MG-sulfate*

260.8

I-.C4H6O5
I-.C5H10O4

C4H6O5
C5H10O4

275.1

I-.C5H8O5
I-.C6H12O4

C5H8O5
C6H12O4

-.

Possible Structures

Mechanism

G-G hemiacetal
G-MG (unknown
mechanism)
MG-MG (unknown
mechanism)*
G-MG aldol

289.5

I-.C6H10O5

C6H10O5

293.1

I-.C5H10O6
I-.C6H14O5
I-.C5H8O5.H2O
I-.C6H12O4.H2O

C5H10O6
C6H14O5
C5H8O5
C6H12O4

MG-MG
hemiacetal or aldol*

MG-MG (unknown
mechanism)*
G-MG aldol
G-MG hemiacetal

*: reported by Sareen et al. [2010]
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Table 4.6. Proposed peak assignments for Aerosol-CIMS mass spectra with H3O+.(H2O)n as the
reagent ion. Reported mass uncertainty reflects the peak width at half maximum at 55.1 amu.
m/z (amu)
± 0.375 amu

Ion Formula

Molecular
Formula

77.0

C2H5O3+

C2H4O3

(hydrated) G

95.0

C2H7O4+

C2H6O4

hydrated G

112.0

C5H6O2N+

C5H5O2N

MG-G amine
MG-G aldol with N
substitution

115.1

C5H7O3+
C4H7O2N2+
C4H5ON2+.H2O

C5H6O3
C4H6O2N2
C4H4ON2

MG-G acetal
G-G imidazole**

116.1

C4H6O3N+

C4H5O3N

G-G acetal with N
substitution

125.9

+

C6H8O2N

C6H7O2N

Possible Structure(s)

Mechanism

MG-MG aldol with
N substitution*
MG-MG amine
MG-G amine

130.0

C5H8O3N+
C5H6O2N+·H2O

C5H8O3N
C5H5O2N

134.1

C4H6O3N+·H2O
C4H8O4N+

C4H5O3N
C4H7O4N

G-G acetal with N
substitution

C6H9O3N

MG-MG aldol with
N substitution*

C6H8O2N+.H2O

C6H7O2N

MG-MG amine

C5H9O5+
C6H13O4+

C5H8O5
C6H12O4

C6H10O3N

+

MG-G aldol with N
substitution

143.8

G-MG aldol
149.1

MG-MG (unknown
mechanism)
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153.0

C4H9O6+
C5H13O5+
C4H7O5+.H2O
C5H11O4+.H2O

C4H8O6
C5H12O5
C4H6O5
C5H10O4

G-G hemiacetal***
MG-G (unknown
mechanism)

163.1

C6H11O5+
C6H9O4+.H2O

C6H10O5
C6H8O4

MG-MG aldol or
hemiacetal*

165.1

C6H13O5+
C6H11O4+.H2O

C6H12O5
C6H10O4

MG-MG (unknown
mechanism)*
G-MG aldol

+

C5H11O6
C6H15O5+
C5H9O5+.H2O
C6H13O4+.H2O

C5H10O6
C6H14O5
C5H8O5
C6H12O4

181.2

C6H13O6+
C6H11O5+.H2O

C6H12O6
C6H10O5

MG-MG
hemiacetal*

185.3

C5H13O7+
C5H11O6+.H2O
C6H15O5+.H2O

C5H12O7
C5H10O6
C6H14O5

G-MG aldol
G-MG hemiacetal
MG-MG (unknown
mechanism)*

193.1

C6H9O7+

C6H8O7

G-G-G aldol or
acetal

167.1

G-MG hemiacetal
MG-MG (unknown
mechanism)*

G-MG-MG
hemiacetal + aldol
221.3

C8H13O7+
C9H17O6+

C8H12O7
C9H16O6

229.1

C6H11O8+.H2O

C6H10O8

G-G-G
hemiacetal***

235.3

C9H15O7+
C9H13O6+.H2O

C9H14O7
C9H12O6

MG-MG-MG aldol

MG-MG-MG
(unknown
mechanism)

*reported by Sareen et al. [2010] **reported by Galloway et al. [2009]***reported by Liggio et
al. [2005b] and Loeffler et al. [2006]
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Figure 4.6. Control Aerosol-CIMS spectrum obtained using H3O+·(H2O)n as the reagent ion. A
solution containing 2 M total organic (1:1 G:MG) in H2O was diluted and atomized before
analysis as described in §4.2.3.
The peaks observed at 275.1 and 293.1 amu are consistent with ion formulas of I-·C5H8O5, I·C6H12O4 and I-·C5H10O6. Multiple species with these molecular formulas may be formed via
MG-MG self reaction or G-MG cross-reaction via aldol condensation or hemiacetal pathways;
possible structures can be seen in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.7. Aerosol-CIMS spectra of aerosolized solutions containing G:MG 1:1 in 3.1 M AS.
(A) Negative-ion mass spectrum obtained using I- as the reagent ion. (B) Positive-ion mass
spectrum. H3O+(H2O)n was the reagent ion.
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4.3.3.2 Positive ion detection with H3O+·(H2O)n.
The mass spectrum in Figure 4.7(b) was obtained using H3O+·(H2O)n as the reagent ion. Many
peaks in this spectrum including 125.9, 143.8, 163.1, 165.1, 167.1, 181.2, and 235.3 amu were
observed previously in the MG-AS system [Sareen et al., 2010]. Peak assignments and possible
structures are listed in Table 4.6. A detailed discussion of MG self-oligomerization chemistry is
given in [Sareen et al., 2010]. Peaks analogous to those observed using I- as the reagent ion were
detected, along with several new peaks; this is consistent with the notion that I- is a more
selective reagent than H3O+·(H2O)n. The peaks at 77.0 and 95.0 amu correspond to the G
monomer and hydrates or water clusters thereof. A nitrogen-substituted MG-G cross reaction
product with the molecular formula C5H5O2N could yield the peaks observed at 112.0 and 130.0
amu. Unresolved signal was observed in the mass spectra of both the MG-G/AS solution and the
control solution between 114 and 116 amu. 1H-imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde, a product of G selfreaction in the presence of NH4+ reported by Galloway et al. [2009], would appear at 115.1 amu;
significant signal is observed at that mass. The peak at 115.1 amu is also consistent with an ion
formula of C5H7O3+, corresponding to a MG-G reaction product of unknown formation
mechanism. A peak is observed at 116.1 amu, which could correspond to an N-substituted G-G
dimer with ion formula C4H6O3N+; the cluster of this species with H2O would appear at 134.1
amu. Because of the unresolved signal at these masses in the control spectrum, for which no
NH4+ was present, it is not possible to make a conclusive identification of these N-substituted
species. Peaks at 149.1, 167.1 and 185.3 amu correspond to either cross-reaction products of G
and MG via aldol condensation and hemiacetal pathways, or MG-MG self-reaction products of
unknown formation mechanism and structure. The peaks at 153.0 and 229.1 amu correspond to
G-G hemiacetal oligomers with the ion formulas C4H9O6+ and C6H11O8+·H2O, respectively. The
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peak at 193.1 amu is consistent with an ion formula of C6H7O6+·H2O or C6H9O7+; this formula
could correspond to a MG dimer or a G trimer [Shapiro et al., 2009]. The peak at 221.3 amu is
consistent with a mixed MG-G trimer (C8H13O7+) or a MG trimer (C9H17O6+).
4.3.3.3 Cross-reaction products.
Analysis of five Aerosol-CIMS mass spectra obtained using the H3O+·(H2O)n detection scheme
shows that cross-reaction products make up 20(6)% to 55(5)% of detected product mass. The
lower bound was calculated assuming that masses consistent with either self-reaction or crossreaction products are self-reaction products; for the upper bound, these peaks were counted as
cross-reaction products. Details of the calculation are provided in §4.3.3.3.1. On the basis of this
result, we conclude that cross-reaction products of G and MG contribute to SOA mass formed
when both species are present in the aqueous phase.
4.3.3.3.1 Details of the calculation of the detected product mass attributable to cross-reactions.
Analysis of five Aerosol-CIMS mass spectra obtained using the H3O+·(H2O)n detection scheme
shows that cross-reaction products make up a significant fraction of detected product mass. As
discussed, masses consistent with cross-reaction products were: 112.0 and 130.0 amu. Selfreaction products were taken as 116.1, 125.9, 134, 143.8, 163.1, 165.1, 181.2, 193.1, 229.1, and
235.3 amu. 115.1 and 153.0 amu could be either cross-products or G-G self-reaction products
[Galloway et al., 2009; Liggio et al., 2005b], and 149.1, 167.1, 185.1, and 221.3 amu could be
either cross products or MG-MG products [Sareen et al., 2010]. Peak heights for each mass were
tabulated for five sample spectra. The percent contribution of cross-products to the detected
mass, , was calculated according to:
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  100*





I

cross i

I   self I j
cross i

(4.11)

where I is the signal intensity at a given peak, and 1…i and 1…j are the masses designated as
cross- or self-reaction products, respectively. The lower bound ( = 20(6)%) was calculated
assuming that the signal at 115.1, 149.1, 153.0, 167.1, 185.1, and 221.3 amu is attributable to
self-reaction products. These peaks were counted as cross-reaction products in order to obtain
the upper bound ( = 55(5)%). The error bars reflect the standard deviation in the values of 
across the five sample spectra. This calculation assumes equal sensitivity to all oligomerization
products. This assumption is supported by the structural similarity of the products.
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CHAPTER 5
OZONE OXIDATION OF OLEIC ACID SURFACE FILMS DECREASES
AEROSOL CCN ACTIVITY
5.1

Introduction

Surface-active molecules contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties; therefore, they
tend to partition at the gas-liquid interface of aqueous solutions. Given that both water and
surface-active organics are ubiquitous in tropospheric aerosols, organic films have long been
hypothesized to exist on aerosol surfaces [Ellison et al., 1999; Gill et al., 1983] with potentially
important consequences for atmospheric chemistry and climate. Organic films may affect the
ability of the aerosol to act as CCN [Andrews and Larson, 1993; Asa-Awuku et al., 2008;
Chuang et al., 1997; Ervens et al., 2005; Facchini et al., 1999; Novakov and Penner, 1993;
Shulman et al., 1996], ice nuclei [Cziczo et al., 2004; DeMott et al., 2003; Kärcher and Koop,
2005], and alter aerosol optical properties [Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Dinar et al., 2008;
Kanakidou et al., 2005]. These films may act as a barrier to mass transport across the gas-liquid
interface, with implications for aerosol heterogeneous chemistry [Folkers et al., 2003; McNeill et
al., 2006; Thornton and Abbatt, 2005] and the rate of water uptake [Asa-Awuku et al., 2009;
Cruz and Pandis, 2000; Demou et al., 2003; Garland et al., 2005; Gill et al., 1983; Hemming
and Seinfeld, 2001; Nenes et al., 2002; Rubel and Gentry, 1984; Rudich et al., 2000; Saxena and
Hildemann, 1997]. Surface-active organics can impact CCN activity by lowering aerosol surface
tension, thus affecting the Kelvin term of the Köhler equation (eq. (1.1)) [Shulman et al., 1996],
but they can also affect the Raoult term by altering ns, the number of moles of solute, especially
when surface-bulk partitioning of solute is taken into account [Kokkola et al., 2006; Sorjamaa et
al., 2004; Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2006].
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Oleic acid (C18H34O2), a surface-active monounsaturated long-chain fatty acid, has been detected
in urban, rural and marine aerosols [Cheng and Li, 2005; Graham et al., 2003; Kawamura et al.,
2003; Limbeck and Puxbaum, 1999; Robinson et al., 2006a; Schauer et al., 1996, 2002a;
Simoneit et al., 2004; Stephanou and Stratigakis, 1993; Yue and Fraser, 2004]. It is the most
common fatty acid found in plant membranes, is prevalent in many cooking oils, and it is used as
a marker for meat cooking aerosols [Rogge et al., 1991]. Ozonolysis of oleic acid yields nonanal,
nonanoic acid, 9-oxononanoic acid, and azelaic acid under humid conditions (Figure 5.1), and
high molecular weight products under dry conditions [Hearn et al., 2005; Hearn and Smith,
2004b; Katrib et al., 2005a; McNeill et al., 2007; Rudich et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2002;
Thornberry and Abbatt, 2004; Vesna et al., 2008, 2009; Zahardis et al., 2005, 2006a; Zahardis
and Petrucci, 2007]. Under atmospherically-relevant conditions, nonanal primarily partitions to
the gas phase, while the other products remain in the condensed phase. Due to the importance of
oleic acid as a tracer species [Rogge et al., 1991] and its relatively well-understood O3 oxidation
mechanism, many studies of the kinetics of oleic acid oxidation have been performed on systems
of varying morphology, including pure oleic acid particles [Broekhuizen et al., 2004b; Hearn et
al., 2005; Hearn and Smith, 2004b; Hung et al., 2005; Katrib et al., 2005a; Lee and Chan, 2007;
Morris et al., 2002; Pfrang et al., 2010; Reynolds et al., 2006; Sage et al., 2009; Smith et al.,
2002; Vesna et al., 2008; Zahardis et al., 2005, 2006a; Zahardis et al., 2006b; Ziemann, 2005],
mixed organic particles [Hearn and Smith, 2005; Hung and Ariya, 2007; Nash et al., 2006], films
on polystyrene beads [Katrib et al., 2004, 2005b], films on aqueous sea salt aerosol [King et al.,
2004], films in coated wall flow tube studies [de Gouw and Lovejoy, 1998; Knopf et al., 2005;
Moise and Rudich, 2000, 2002; Thornberry and Abbatt, 2004], and films on crystal surfaces
[Asad et al., 2004].
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Nonanaldehyde (nonanal)

+
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+
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Figure 5.1. Oxidation scheme for oleic acid. When oxidized by O3 under humid conditions, oleic
acid forms four main products: nonanaldehyde, azelaic acid, nonanoic acid and 9-oxononanoic
acid.

Pure organic aerosols are generally less hygroscopic and CCN active than deliquescent inorganic
particles (such as NaCl or (NH4)2SO4) [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007]. Oxidation of organic
aerosol material can increase the number of polar, hydrophilic functional groups present in the
condensed phase, potentially leading to increased hygroscopicity and CCN activity. Oleic acid
particles have been used extensively as a model system to study the effect of oxidation on the
CCN activity of organic particles. Pradeep Kumar et al. [2003] created pure oleic acid particles
through homogenous nucleation and observed no activation for particle sizes up to 140 nm and ≤
0.6% supersaturation (SS). Abbatt et al. [2005] studied the CCN activity of ammonium sulfate
aerosols coated with oleic acid and found that particles with thin (~2.5-5 nm) coatings of oleic
acid were not CCN active, but that CCN activity increased when the organic mole fraction
increased. This somewhat counterintuitive result was attributed to the fact that the particle
diameter increased with increasing organic mass fraction, reducing the magnitude of the Kelvin
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effect. Broekhuizen et al. [2004a] found that oxidation products of oleic acid (nonanoic acid and
azelaic acid) were highly CCN active. In a separate study, they found that CCN activity was
enhanced after oxidation for both pure oleic acid particles and particles formed by atomizing a
solution of oleic acid in methanol [Broekhuizen et al., 2004b]. The enhancement in CCN activity
occurred at very high ozone exposures (~0.4 atm s) for pure oleic acid particles, and at
atmospherically relevant exposures (< 1x10-4 atm s) for the oleic acid/methanol particles.
Shilling et al. [2007] determined that 200 nm mobility diameter oleic acid particles, generated
through either homogenous nucleation or atomization, became CCN active at 0.66(±0.06)%
supersaturation after exposure to greater than 0.01 atm s O3.
Despite its atmospheric relevance, the response of mixed inorganic/oleic acid particles to
oxidation has not been considered in published CCN activity studies. This is an important
omission, because the acid almost always coexists in the atmosphere with inorganic salts. Little
is known about the interactions of oleic acid and its oxidation products with water in a high ionic
strength environment. These issues are addressed in this study. An aerosol flow tube reactor
coupled with a continuous flow cloud condensation nucleus counter is used to examine the effect
of ozone oxidation on the CCN activity of aerosol particles containing mixtures of sodium oleate
(SO)/oleic acid (OA) with inorganic salts (NaCl or Na2SO4).
5.2

Materials and Methods

5.2.1. Experimental.
Sodium oleate (C18H33O2- .Na+), the sodium salt of oleic acid (C18H34O2), has much higher
solubility in water than oleic acid. It was used in these experiments to simplify the preparation of
aerosols containing a small, controlled amount of organic material. When the pH of aerosols
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containing SO is lowered to atmospherically relevant values via acidification (see details below),
the oleate ion converts to oleic acid according to:
C17H33COO- .Na+ + H3O+ ↔ C17H33COOH + H2O + Na+

(5.1)

For the experiments performed, the setup is shown in Figure 5.2. Polydisperse submicron
aerosols were generated using a constant output atomizer (TSI 3076). Atomizer solutions were
prepared using Millipore water with 0.001 M or 0.01 M SO (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.05 M NaCl.
This technique, using 0.001 M SO, was used by McNeill et al. [2007] to generate aerosols with
an inferred population-averaged oleate surface coverage of ~92%. The atomizer output was
combined with a humidified N2 dilution stream. This combined stream was sent through an
aerosol flow tube reactor (7.5 cm ID, 55 cm length). Relative humidity was measured at the

Figure 5.2. Experimental setup. The solutions were atomized, and combined with humidified N2;
this flow entered the flow tube reactor simultaneously with O3 in an N2 carrier stream. The
reactor effluent passed through a drier before being characterized with a Differential Mobility
Analyzer (DMA), Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) and a Continuous Flow Streamwise
Thermal Gradient CCN Chamber (CFSTGC).
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outlet of the flow tube reactor using a commercial hygrometer (Vaisala) and was maintained
between 62-67%. Ozone was generated by flowing O2 in an N2 carrier stream through a
photoreactor containing a Hg lamp (Jelight, Inc.). This stream entered the flow tube reactor
through a moveable stainless steel injector tube. Ozone concentrations of 0.2 and 1 ppm were
used. Total flow through the reactor was 0.8 LPM, with a reaction time of 3 minutes. Processed
aerosols in the reactor effluent flowed through a diffusion drier before being characterized by a
DMA (TSI 3080), a CPC (TSI 3775) and a CFSTGC (Droplet Measurement Technologies)
[Lance et al., 2006; Roberts and Nenes, 2005]. Aerosols were size-selected using the DMA, and
the DMA output flow was split between the CPC and the CFSTGC. The 0.8 LPM entered the
DMA and split 0.5 LPM to the CFSTGC, 0.3 LPM to the CPC. Scanning Mobility CCN
Analysis [Moore et al., 2010] was used to determine the size-resolved CCN activity of the
aerosol, where the voltage applied to the DMA is scanned so that a complete activation curve
(fraction of classified particles acting as CCN) is obtained every 2 minutes. The average total
aerosol number concentration in the reactor output was 9.6 ± 2.0 x104 cm-3. The size distribution
of NaCl particles had a geometric surface area-weighted mean particle diameter of 202 ± 7 nm
with a geometric standard deviation of 1.59. Na2SO4 particles had a particle diameter of 194 ± 5
nm with a geometric standard deviation of 1.63.
A second series of experiments was performed in order to test the sensitivity of CCN activity in
the mixed inorganic-SO aerosols to particle pH because atmospheric aerosols are typically acidic
[Keene et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007]. Under acidic conditions oleate exists in its un-ionized,
lower-solubility form, oleic acid, according to Reaction 5.1. The atomizer output was passed
over an H2SO4 reservoir before combining with humidified N2 and entering the flow tube
reactor. Assuming an uptake coefficient γ = 0.5 [ten Brink, 1998], an aerosol surface area of Sa =
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6.2 ± 1.4 x10-5 cm2 cm-3, geometric volume-weighted mean diameter Dp = 232 nm, and a
residence time of ~ 0.8 s in the H2SO4 reservoir, we estimate that the particles are acidified from
an initial pH = 8 to pH ~ 0.4. The calculation methodology is shown in §5.2.1.1. Given that the
pKa of oleic acid = 5.02 [Riddick et al., 1986] and pH = 0.4, the ratio of oleate to non-dissociated
oleic acid in the particles ([C18H33O2-]/[C18H34O2]) = 2.3988 x10-5, that is, nearly all of the
organic will be present as oleic acid under these conditions. For the acidification experiments
the total aerosol number concentration was 9.9 ± 1.4 x104 cm-3.
The following control experiments were also performed: “pure” sodium oleate particles were
generated by atomizing an aqueous solution of 0.001 M SO. In order to investigate possible
variations in pH buffering by different counterions, experiments were also performed using
aerosols atomized from solutions containing 0.001 M or 0.01 M SO and 0.06 M Na2SO4. Finally,
pure inorganic aerosols prepared from solutions containing 0.05 M NaCl or 0.06 M Na2SO4 were
oxidized with 1 ppm O3 in the flow tube reactor, showing no significant deviation in CCN
activity from the pure salt calibrations without oxidation.
5.2.1.1 Calculation for acidification of aerosols with sulfuric acid
The pH of aerosols flowed over a reservoir of sulfuric acid was calculated using the following
method: The amount of H2SO4 in the gaseous phase was determined by solving

[ H 2 SO4 ] f , gas  [ H 2 SO4 ]i , gas e k t where k I 
I

 Sa
4

and γ is the H2SO4 reaction probability, ω is the

molecular velocity of H2SO4, and Sa is the aerosol surface area per volume. Using the vapor
pressure of H2SO4 at 25oC and both 93 and 98% H2SO4 (based on the purity of the laboratory
H2SO4 used), the residence time that the aerosols spent in the H2SO4 reservoir (0.8 sec), and an
arbitrary γ=0.5, [H2SO4]f,gas was determined. [H2SO4] f,gas was converted from bar to mol cm-3
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using the ideal gas law, or c 

P
. The amount of H2SO4 within the particle was found by
RT

c
where Np and Vp are number density and volume of the particles (using the volume
N pV p

weighted geometric mean diameter) determined by the SMPS. Assuming an initial pH = 8, and
determining the number of moles of [H+], the final pH of the aerosols was determined.
5.2.2 Data Analysis.
Köhler Theory provides the framework used to describe cloud droplet formation from activation
of soluble particles [Cruz and Pandis, 1997; Gerber et al., 1977; Katz and Kocmond, 1973]. A
single-parameter expression of Köhler theory, referred to as κ-Köhler theory, was introduced by
Petters and Kreidenweis [2007] to account for the effect of variations in solute hygroscopicity on
CCN activity. Values of the hygroscopicity factor, κ, of 0.5 < κ < 1.4 are typical for inorganic
particles in the atmosphere. For hygroscopic organic particles, 0.01 < κ < 0.5, whereas for nonhygroscopic materials (including highly hydrophobic organics) κ approaches zero. κ is derived
from the CCN activity data as follows [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007]:

κ

4 A3
27d d3 ln 2 S

where A 

4 s / a M w
RT  w

(5.2)

(5.3)

Here, dd is the critical dry activation diameter of the particle [m] (determined from CCN
activation experiments), S is the water saturation ratio (S = 1 + 0.01Sc, where Sc is critical
supersaturation [%]), σs/a is the surface tension of water at the surface/air interface at the median
temperature of the CFSTGC column, Mw is the molecular weight of water, R is the universal gas
constant, T is the median temperature of the CFSTGC column [K], and ρw is the density of water.
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Köhler Theory Analysis (KTA) was also used to infer the surface tension of the mixed aerosol
before and after oxidation [Padró et al., 2007]. The following equations were used [Padró et al.,
2007]:

Mo

o



 oo
2

(5.4)

i
256  M w   1 
3 2
 ii

 
  s/a  
27   w   RT 
Mi
3

mi
where  i 

i

mi

i



(5.5)

mo

o

Here, Mo, Mi, ρo and ρi refer to the average molecular weight and density of the organic and
inorganic components of the aerosol, while υo and υi are effective van’t Hoff factors, εo and εi are
volume fractions, and mo, mi are the mass fractions of the organic and inorganic components,
respectively. The fitted CCN activity factor, ω, is determined from the log-log plots of Sc versus
dd, fit to the equation [Asa-Awuku et al., 2010],
Sc  d d 3/ 2

(5.6)
1

κ and ω are related by   (4 A3 / 27 ) 2 .

5.3

Results

The results of our CFSTGC measurements for the SO/OA/NaCl and SO/OA/Na2SO4 systems are
shown in Figures 5.3-5.7. A complete list of calculated κ values (derived from eqs. (5.2) and
(5.3)) and power law exponents for the CCN activity data is available in Table 5.1.
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5.3.1 SO/NaCl.
As expected, pure SO/H2O aerosols are much less CCN active than NaCl aerosols (Figure 5.3),
with κ = 0.12 ± 0.004. As shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4a, the CCN activity of mixed SO/NaCl
particles generated from 0.001 M SO/0.05 M NaCl solutions (κ = 1.19 ± 0.03) is similar to that
of pure NaCl particles (κ = 1.38 ± 0.03). The mixed particles with 0.01 M SO content show
intermediate CCN activity (κ = 0.87 ± 0.06) compared to particles with 0.001 M SO content and
pure SO/H2O particles. The mixed SO/NaCl aerosols exhibit similar wet activated diameter
profiles to NaCl particles (Figure 5.4b), indicating that the presence of oleate does not retard the
activation kinetics of the aerosol on the timescale of the CCN measurements [Engelhart et al.,
2008; Moore et al., 2008]. Furthermore, for all these systems the critical supersaturation shows a
power law dependence of Sc ~ dd-1.42±0.04, suggesting that the CCN activity of these particles is
described fairly well by Köhler theory, with no significant solubility limitations or sizedependent surface-bulk partitioning effects. For a system that is perfectly described by Köhler
Theory, we expect the relationship to follow Sc ~ dd-1.5, as shown in eq. (5.6) [Padró et al., 2007].
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Figure 5.3. CCN activity of 0.05 M NaCl with increasing concentrations of SO towards a 0.001
M SO aqueous solution.

CCN activity did not significantly change upon exposure to O3 for the unacidified mixed
SO/NaCl aerosols studied. Critical dry diameters changed by ~0.5% for the particles generated
from 0.001 M SO/0.05 M NaCl solutions and ~1.6% for the particles generated from 0.01 M
SO/0.05 M NaCl solutions (Figure 5.4a); this leads to a change of particle critical supersaturation
by ~1% for the former and ~3% for the latter. The change in CCN activity due to oxidation
effectively falls within the standard deviation of the non-oxidized data, showing relatively little
effect of oxidation to unacidified mixed SO/NaCl particles. Calculated κ values after oxidation
for all SO/NaCl aerosols were similar to the κ values prior to oxidation; κ = 1.14 ± 0.002 for
0.001 M SO/0.05 M NaCl and κ = 0.83 ± 0.04 for 0.01 M SO/0.05 M NaCl. The change in CCN
activity was not dependent on the concentration of ozone used within the range studied here (0.2
– 1 ppm). The wet diameter profiles after oxidation are nearly identical to the nonoxidized
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SO/NaCl particle wet diameters. This suggests that surface films, if present, do not retard CCN
activation kinetics and growth.

Table 5.1. Power Log Fits and κ parameters of SO/NaCl/Na2SO4/H2SO4 oxidation experiments
Power Log Fit
0.001 M SO, Water, (fit to NaCl SS%)
-1.491
0.001 M SO, Water, (fit to Na2S04 SS%)
-1.436

κ (avg)
0.118 ± 0.004
0.119 ± 0.003

NaCl
NaCl, 1 ppm O3
0.001 M SO, NaCl
0.001 M SO, NaCl, 0.2 ppm O3
0.001 M SO, NaCl, 1 ppm O3
0.01 M SO, NaCl
0.01 M SO, NaCl, 0.2 ppm O3
0.01 M SO, NaCl, 1 ppm O3

-1.503
-1.534
-1.474
-1.505
-1.464
-1.296
-1.368
-1.360

1.378 ± 0.025
1.094 ± 0.045
1.187 ± 0.034
1.113 ± 0.026
1.170 ± 0.027
0.869 ± 0.062
0.753 ± 0.054
0.906 ± 0.041

0.001 M SO, NaCl, H2SO4
0.001 M SO, NaCl, H2SO4, 1 ppm O3
0.01 M SO, NaCl, H2SO4
0.01 M SO, NaCl, H2SO4, 1 ppm O3

-1.538
-1.473
-1.271
-1.449

1.138 ± 0.051
1.065 ± 0.054
0.971 ± 0.079
0.786 ± 0.024

Na2SO4
Na2SO4, 1 ppm O3
0.001 M SO, Na2SO4
0.001 M SO, Na2SO4, 1 ppm O3
0.01 M SO, Na2SO4
0.01 M SO, Na2SO4, 1 ppm O3

-1.503
-1.348
-1.475
-1.460
-1.486
-1.360

0.872 ± 0.016
0.909 ± 0.044
0.708 ± 0.037
0.708 ± 0.024
0.682 ± 0.025
0.670 ± 0.032

0.001 M SO, Na2SO4, H2SO4
0.001 M SO, Na2SO4, H2SO4, 1 ppm O3
0.01 M SO, Na2SO4, H2SO4
0.01 M SO, Na2SO4, H2SO4, 1 ppm O3

-1.459
-1.468
-1.370
-1.374

0.748 ± 0.011
0.709 ± 0.026
0.615 ± 0.029
0.548 ± 0.024
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Figure 5.4. CCN activity of SO/NaCl particles. Particles generated from solutions containing
0.001 M or 0.01 M SO mixed with 0.05 M NaCl were exposed to O3 concentrations ranging
between 0.2-1ppm in an aerosol flow tube reactor. Instrument supersaturation is shown as a
function of (A) critical dry diameter and (B) activated wet diameter. In both plots, the red dots
represent the salt calibration, and the red lines are guides to the eye. In panel (A) an inset focuses
on higher supersaturations. In panel (B) the gray lines indicate the standard deviation in the salt
calibration.
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5.3.2 SO/Na2SO4.
Because oleate oxidation generates organic acid products, it is possible that the particle pH
changes during oxidation, with implications for fatty acid solubility [Cistola et al., 1988]. In the
unacidified SO/NaCl system, the formation of organic acid oxidation products may result in the
formation, and possible subsequent volatilization, of HCl, due to its high vapor pressure. The net
pH change is expected to differ in the SO/Na2SO4 system. The CCN activity data for the
SO/Na2SO4 experiments are shown in Figure 5.5.
The CCN activity of the SO/Na2SO4 particles follows trends similar to what we observed for the
SO/NaCl particles. The CCN activity of the particles generated from 0.001 M SO/0.06 M
Na2SO4 solutions (κ = 0.71 ± 0.04) and 0.01 M SO/0.06 M Na2SO4 solutions (κ = 0.68 ± 0.03) is
roughly similar to that of pure Na2SO4 particles (κ = 0.87 ± 0.02). The CCN activity changes
little upon oxidation, and the resulting hygroscopic parameters (κ = 0.71 ± 0.02 and κ = 0.67 ±
0.03, respectively) are similar to the non-oxidized SO/Na2SO4 particles, analogous to our
observations for the SO/NaCl system. The wet diameter profiles are again very similar both
before and after oxidation, suggesting that there is no kinetic limitation to water uptake.
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Figure 5.5. CCN activity of SO/Na2SO4 particles. Particles generated from solutions containing
0.001 M or 0.01 M SO mixed with 0.06 M Na2SO4, were oxidized with 1 ppm O3 in an aerosol
flow tube reactor. Instrument supersaturation is shown as a function of (A) critical dry diameter
and (B) activated wet diameter. In both plots, the red dots represent the salt calibration, and the
red lines are guides to the eye. In panel (A) an inset focuses on higher supersaturations. In panel
(B) the gray lines indicate the standard deviation in the salt calibration.
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5.3.3 Acidified experiments: OA/NaCl and Na2SO4.
As an additional test of the effect of pH on our observations of CCN activity for the SO/NaCl
and SO/Na2SO4 systems, we performed a set of experiments in which the atomized mixed
particles were exposed to gas-phase H2SO4 before oxidation. The goal of these experiments was
to create a particle with a low pH typical of that of atmospheric aerosols, conditions under which
sodium oleate and the organic acid oxidation products are in their un-ionized, lower-solubility
forms (see Reaction (5.1)). As demonstrated in Section 5.2, nearly all of the SO will be present
as oleic acid under these conditions. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 5.6
and 5.7.
The CCN activity of acidified 0.001 M SO/0.05 M NaCl (κ = 1.14 ± 0.05) and 0.01 M SO/0.05
M NaCl (κ = 0.97 ± 0.08) decreased after oxidation (κ = 1.07 ± 0.05 and 0.79 ± 0.02,
respectively), more noticeably at higher instrument supersaturations and SO concentrations
(Figure 5.6 and inset). The wet activated diameters do not show any kinetic limitations to water
uptake. Similarly, the acidified SO/Na2SO4 data shows similar CCN activity behavior to the
acidified SO/NaCl particles (Figure 5.7). The hygroscopicity values for both 0.001 M and 0.01
M SO/0.06 M Na2SO4 decrease after oxidation, and both follow the power law dependence
expected from Köhler theory (where Sc ~ dd-1.46±0.005 and Sc ~ dd-1.37±0.002, respectively).
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Figure 5.6. CCN activity of SO/NaCl particles exposed to H2SO4. Particles generated from
solutions containing 0.001 M or 0.01 M SO mixed with 0.05 M NaCl were oxidized with 1 ppm
O3 in a flow tube reactor. Instrument supersaturation is shown as a function of (A) critical dry
diameter and (B) activated wet diameter. In both plots, the red dots represent the salt calibration,
and the red lines are guides to the eye. In panel (A) an inset focuses on higher supersaturations.
In panel (B) the gray lines indicate the standard deviation in the salt calibration.
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Figure 5.7. CCN activity of SO/Na2SO4 particles exposed to H2SO4. Particles generated from
solutions containing 0.001 M or 0.01 M SO mixed with 0.06 M Na2SO4, were oxidized with 1
ppm O3 in an aerosol flow tube reactor. Instrument supersaturation is shown as a function of (A)
critical dry diameter and (B) activated wet diameter. In both plots, the red dots represent the salt
calibration, and the red lines are guides to the eye. In panel (A) an inset focuses on higher
supersaturations. In panel (B) the gray lines indicate the standard deviation in the salt calibration.
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5.3.4 Köhler Theory Analysis.
The parameters and results of the KTA calculations can be seen in Tables 5.2 - 5.4. The initial
in-particle concentrations of oleate and the inorganic salt were calculated following McNeill et
al. [2007]. After oxidation, we assume the oleate is completely oxidized to form nonanal and
azelaic, nonanoic, and 9-oxononanoic acids. The product yields reported by Vesna et al. [2009]
were used. The density of 9-oxononanoic acid is unknown and was assumed to be 1 g cm-3. The
inorganic effective van’t Hoff parameter (υi), T, the fitted CCN activity factor (ω), and ρw all
varied with varying Sc and dd. To account for dissociation of the organics, υo = 1 and 2 were
tested, but the results for both salts at varying ozone concentrations, regardless of the υo used,
were the same to within 3%; the data for υo = 2 is shown.
Table 5.2. KTA Parameters used before and after oxidation, based on in-particle concentrations
of 0.176 or 1.76 M oleate and either 8.6 M NaCl or 10.6 M Na2SO4 .

KTA
Parameters

0.176 M
Before
After
Oxidation
Oxidation
(0.2-1ppm)

1.76 M
Before
Oxidation

After
Oxidation
(1ppm)

NaCl Na2SO4 NaCl Na2SO4 NaCl Na2SO4 NaCl Na2SO4
εo
0.19
0.09
0.12
0.05
0.71
0.50
0.57
0.35
Mo (g/mol)
282.46
169.93
282.46
169.93
ρo (g/m3)
8.95x105
9.94x105
8.95x105
9.94x105
υo
2
2
2
2
The results suggest that the surface tension of the aerosols increases slightly after oxidation,
which is consistent with the breakup of the oleate monolayer (we have measured the surface
tension of bulk solutions saturated in NaCl and SO using pendant drop tensiometry to be 44.4 ±
0.8 dyn cm-1). The calculated surface tension values after oxidation fall between 64 and 75 dyn
cm-1, slightly less than the surface tension of saturated NaCl and Na2SO4 solutions [Washburn,
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2003]. Vesna et al. [2009] found that a large portion of the aerosol organic mass after oleic acid
oxidation consisted of unidentified products (UP). Including these products in our KTA
calculations (assuming an average molar mass of 500 g mol-1 and density of 1.4 g cm-3, [Turpin
and Lim, 2001]), gave very similar surface tension results compared to when only the 4 main
oxidation species are considered. Therefore, the single-phase approximation represents our
system well.
Table 5.3. Inferred surface tension for unacidified aerosols from eqns. (5.4-5.6), assuming inparticle concentrations of 0.176 or 1.76 M oleate in either 8.6 M NaCl or 10.6 M Na2SO4.
σ (mN/m) [0.176 M]

NaCl
Na2SO4

σ (mN/m) [1.76 M]

Before
After
After
Before
After
After
Oxidation Oxidation Oxidation Oxidation Oxidation Oxidation
(1ppm)
(0.2ppm)
(1ppm)
(0.2ppm)
68.1
70.5
71.7
57.5
64.4
68.6
73.9
74.8
63.7
69.9
-

Table 5.4. Inferred surface tension for acidified aerosols from eqns. (5.4-5.6), assuming inparticle concentrations of 0.176 or 1.76 M oleate in either 8.6 M NaCl or 10.6 M Na2SO4.

NaCl
Na2SO4
5.4

σ (mN/m) [0.176 M]
Before
After Oxidation
Oxidation
(1ppm)
69.1
72.9
72.4
74.8

σ (mN/m) [1.76 M]
Before
After Oxidation
Oxidation
(1ppm)
55.5
67.4
66.1
74.8

Discussion

The particles generated using 0.001 M SO atomizer solutions were designed such that the
particles with the surface-area weighted average diameter would be covered with approximately
1 monolayer of oleate/OA at 65% RH. Following McNeill et al. [2007], we estimated the organic
fractional coverage of the total available surface area of our aerosol population by
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 N

N
i

i

i

(5.7)

i

i

where θi and Ni are the fractional surface coverage of the aerosol and the number density in the
DMA size bin i, and Θ is the overall fractional surface coverage. Assuming three things: a) that
all the organic partitions to the surface until saturated coverage is reached, b) that it is equally
distributed across the aerosol population in constant proportion to either NaCl or Na2SO4, and c)
an oleate footprint of 48 Å2 [Langmuir, 1917b], we find that for the particles generated using
0.001 M SO/0.05 M NaCl or 0.001 M SO/0.06 M Na2SO4 atomizer solutions, Θ ≈ 0.83 (83%
overall surface coverage) and Θ ≈ 1.01 (100%), respectively. This calculation also implies that
smaller particles with larger surface area-to-volume ratios will not contain enough oleate for full
monolayer coverage, while the larger particles will have complete monolayer coverage. There is
indirect evidence of monolayer formation at similar conditions from N2O5 uptake experiments by
McNeill et al. [2007]. In addition, McNeill et al. [2007] analyzed SO/NaCl particles formed
using this technique by SEM-EDAX, which showed the existence of uniform coatings of SO on
the particles. Using kinetic data from McNeill et al. [2007], we calculate the extent of oxidation
in particles with lower SO content to be 76-100%, varying with O3 concentration. The
reactodiffusive length in the OA-O3 system is ~20 nm, so for particles with higher SO content,
the kinetic model of Smith et al. [2002], for reactions occurring in a near-surface layer of a pure
oleic acid particle, can be applied. Using their kinetic model and parameters, we calculate ~100%
oxidation.
Several studies on bulk systems have shown that when an oleic acid monolayer at the airaqueous interface is exposed to ozone, the organic film breaks down, as evidenced by a decrease
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in surface pressure [González-Labrada et al., 2006, 2007], disappearance of the vibrational sum
frequency generation signal [Voss et al., 2006, 2007], or neutron reflection [King et al., 2009].
From these studies, it appears that the oxidation products leave the gas-particle interface soon
after oxidation. Nonanoic acid, 9-oxononanoic acid, and azelaic acid are more soluble in water
than oleic acid, and they may partition into the aqueous solution after they are formed. However,
there is evidence that azelaic acid [Tuckermann, 2007; Tuckermann and Cammenga, 2004] and
nonanoic acid [Caetano et al., 2007; Gilman et al., 2004; King et al., 2009] are surface-active
and CCN active [Broekhuizen et al., 2004a]. McNeill et al. [2007] observed that nonanoic acid in
wet NaCl aerosols, in the absence of other oleic acid oxidation products, was volatile at room
temperature. Nonanal has been reported to enter the gas phase after it is formed [Katrib et al.,
2004; Moise and Rudich, 2002; Thornberry and Abbatt, 2004; Voss et al., 2006; Wadia et al.,
2000]. Hung and Ariya [2007] analyzed the oxidation of mixed OA/NaCl particles using ATRFTIR, and showed that before oxidation, while increasing RH, there was no increase in the water
content of the particles, but after oxidation, there was an initial increase, then decrease in the
liquid water content. They determined that the hygroscopicity of OA/NaCl particles changed
after oxidation, but could vary and was affected by relative humidity levels. King et al. [2009]
used neutron scattering and surface pressure measurements to study the disappearance of an oleic
acid surface film on an aqueous subphase upon exposure to O3. They observed that roughly half
of the oxidation products remained at the surface, while the remainder were either released into
the gas phase or incorporated into the bulk. Consistent with our observations that CCN activity
was not enhanced compared to the pure salt for the particles generated using 0.001 M SO/0.05 M
NaCl or 0.001 M SO/0.06 M Na2SO4 atomizer solutions, they calculated, using Köhler theory,
that one monolayer of oleic acid on a 100 nm radius particle would not depress surface tension
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during cloud droplet formation enough to affect the critical supersaturation point of the droplet.
Based on the assumption that the oleic acid oxidation would be complete and would lead to a
surface film of nonanoic acid, with azelaic acid dissolving into the bulk phase, they predicted
that the oxidation of an oleic acid surface film on an aerosol particle would decrease the critical
supersaturation required for droplet formation, increasing CCN activity. Surface-bulk
partitioning was not taken into account in that calculation [Kokkola et al., 2006; Sorjamaa et al.,
2004; Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2006].
Our KTA calculations show support for a small increase in particle surface tension upon
oxidation. Such an increase in surface tension could occur with the disappearance of a surfactant
film at the interface. However, our observation that the mixed inorganic/organic particles
become more organic-like in their CCN activity after oxidation is not inconsistent with the
oxidation products remaining at the interface. The high salt content of the particles prior to
activation and the acidic conditions would decrease the solubility of the oxidation products in
these aerosols as compared to the bulk films studied by other groups, possibly leading to phase
separation. If oxidation of an oleate surface layer is complete, it would result in the doubling of
the number of organic molecules present at the interface. In the absence of external pressure,
oleate forms expanded-state monolayers on aqueous surfaces, that is, the surface layer formed by
the hydrophobic tail groups is not well-ordered [Rideal, 1925; Schofield and Rideal, 1926].
Immediately after forming, the oxidation products exist in a disordered double layer until they
dissolve into the bulk or are released into the gas phase, or sufficient water is taken up by the
particle to dissolve them. Transport to and self-assembly of surfactant products at the interface
may be slow after oxidation, occurring on timescales much longer than the residence time in our
experimental system [Lass et al., 2010; McIntire et al., 2010]. The work of McIntire et al. [2010]
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on the ozonolysis of alkene self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) with internal double bonds
provides support for the formation of a complex, low-hygroscopicity organic surface layer upon
ozonolysis. They reported that ozonolysis did not increase the hygroscopicity of surface-bound
alkenes, and it was hypothesized that the polar head groups of the oxidation products were buried
in a mixed organic layer after oxidation rather than at the air-organic interface. They concluded
that the three-dimensional structure of particles was critical for predicting aerosol hygroscopicity
and CCN activity.
For internal mixtures, κ can be described by a weighted linear sum of the components in the
system [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007]. κ of azelaic acid was found to be ~0.1, while κ of the
other oxidation products is unknown. If we assume that κ for all oxidation products is 0.1 and
use the weighted sum approach, we find that the theoretical κ values after oxidation from 0.001
M SO/0.05 M NaCl and 0.001 M SO/0.06 M Na2SO4 are 1.23 and 0.83, respectively. Possible
sources of error include the assumption of one κ value for the four main oxidation products. The
small difference between these theoretical κ values and our observations (κ= 1.19 and 0.71,
respectively) suggests that these particles can be accurately described as internally well-mixed.
Since most of the expected oleate ozonolysis products are organic acids, a change in aerosol pH
is possible upon oxidation in the unacidified particles. Due to the possible formation of sodium
salts as well as organic acids, this maximum pH change assumes that only the three soluble
organic acid oleate oxidation products are formed and dissolve in the aqueous phase. Using the
pKa of each acid (azelaic acid (pKa=4.55), nonanoic acid (4.95), 9-oxononanoic acid (assumed
to be 4.95)), we can estimate the concentration of [H+] in our system after oxidation. The
calculation methodology is shown in §5.4.1. Assuming pH = 8 initially and using product yields
from Vesna et al. [2009], after complete oxidation of an aerosol with in-particle oleate
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concentration of 0.176 M McNeill et al. [2007], the particles would have [H+] = 1.38 mM,
resulting in a final pH of ~3. This pH change is expected to be less in the SO/Na2SO4 system due
to buffering by SO4-2, and negligible in the acidified particles. Fatty acid solubility increases with
increasing pH (basic conditions), complementing our observation that CCN activity decreases
upon oxidation for acidified particles but shows little change for unacidified particles. This
highlights the importance of using atmospherically relevant pH in laboratory studies involving
fatty acid surface-bulk partitioning in aerosols. The activated droplet diameters of the studied
systems did not change after oxidation; this suggests that if there are any kinetic barriers to
hygroscopic growth in these systems, they may be due to the finite dissolution timescale and not
a water uptake barrier from the action of the organic surface layer.
5.4.1 Calculation for natural acidification of aerosols by formation of organic acids
The natural pH change of the aerosols that could occur through the formation of nonanoic acid,
9-oxononanoic acid and azelaic acid was calculated in the following method: The pKa value for
each acid was either known or assumed. The Ka for each acid could be written (shown here for
nonanoic acid) as K a 

[C9 H17O2  ][ H 3O  ]
, and it was assumed that the concentrations of the
[C9 H18O2 ]

dissociated ions were equivalent. Combining the Ka of all three organic acids,

[ H3O ]VA  Ka [C9 H18O2 ]V 2 A2  K a [C9 H16O3 ]V 2 A2  3 K a [C9 H16O4 ]V 3 A3 where each Ka
describes a unique acid, V is volume and A is Avogadro’s number. The final pH was calculated
from this point.
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5.5.

Conclusions

We examined the effect of ozone oxidation on the CCN activity of aerosol particles containing
mixtures of sodium oleate (SO)/oleic acid (OA) with inorganic salts (NaCl or Na2SO4). Exposure
to O3 led to decreased CCN activity for particles at atmospherically relevant pH. Wet (activation)
diameters of these particles were not significantly different from inorganic calibration standards,
suggesting that the activation kinetics are not affected by organic surface films. KTA indicates a
slight increase in particle surface tension upon oxidation, consistent with breakup of the organic
film after oxidation. The κ values were calculated here for a reaction timescale of up to 3
minutes, and might not accurately represent the real water uptake properties of an aged
atmospheric particle. We find that oxidative aging of mixed inorganic-organic aerosols may
negatively affect their hygroscopicity and CCN ability.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Through the research presented in this dissertation, we answered three questions about surfactant
behavior in atmospheric aerosols.

1. Under what aerosol conditions (pH, inorganic salt concentration) will organic films form with
isolated long chain fatty acids?
To answer this question, in Chapter 3, we focused on two proxy long chain fatty acid molecules,
stearic acid and oleic acid, and measured the surface tension at varying pH, varying ionic
concentration and varying organic concentration. We found significant surface tension
depression at all scenarios tested, showing that for fatty acids, organic films will form at all
atmospherically important conditions, though the efficacy of these films at enhancing
surface tension depression changes depending on the ionization state of the organic. This
study adds to the growing body of literature showing that surface tension depression of
surfactants is enhanced in high ionic content solutions and that surface tension data at nonatmospherically relevant conditions cannot typically be extrapolated to those scenarios indicative
of atmospheric aerosols (high ionic salt content, pH 0-8).
2. In complex organic systems, can the surface tension effects be modeled a priori from
knowledge of the individual components? What kind of aqueous phase reaction products
exist, and how does this complex system affect absorbance properties?
In Chapter 4, we expanded the knowledge we had from isolated systems, and focused on
complex reactive systems. We studied the surface tension, the reaction products, and the
formation of light absorbing products in aerosol mimic mixtures of methylglyoxal, glyoxal and
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ammonium sulfate. Using Aerosol-CIMS, we determined that a majority of reaction products
formed were self-reaction products of either glyoxal or methylglyoxal; however, a
significant amount of the product mass detected was attributable to cross-reaction
products. The formation kinetics of light absorbing reaction products could be described
by linearly combining the effects of glyoxal and methylglyoxal without taking into account
the cross-reaction products. The surface tension from mixed solutions of glyoxal and
methylglyoxal was also able to be modeled as a linear combination of the isolated species.
This study shows that the bulk properties of complex mixtures can be described as a combination
of the properties of the isolated species.
3. If an organic film is oxidized, how does the CCN activity differ between before and after
oxidation?
In Chapter 5, we focused on a mixed component system: oleic acid, a long chain fatty acid with a
well-studied oxidative mechanism, and sodium salts to determine how the CCN activity changes
after oxidation. Performing ozone oxidation in a flow tube reactor coupled with a CFSTGC, we
found that at natural pH, the CCN activity was not affected by oxidation. However, at
acidified pH, the CCN activity was depressed by oxidation, most noticeably at higher
organic concentrations and higher supersaturations. This behavior is consistent with the
disappearance of the organic film after oxidation, which is supported by Köhler Theory
Analysis. The activation diameters were not affected by oxidation, so there was no limitation to
water uptake. This result shows that while the CCN activity of pure organic systems after
oxidation typically increases, this same trend does not describe mixed component systems—
organic aging does not always increase the hygroscopicity of aerosol systems.
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From the results of this thesis, it is evident that further work is necessary on complex surfactant
systems. These systems are the most atmospherically relevant that can be used to understand the
role of surfactants in aerosols in the atmosphere; this work can then be used to further elucidate
aerosol behavior in climate models and atmospheric chemistry models. More studies should be
performed on surfactants at atmospherically relevant conditions to characterize the type of
behavior indicative of different types of surface-active compounds (i.e. saccharides, polyols,
carboxylic acids, small carbonyls, long chain fatty acids) at different pH, and at near-saturated
ionic concentrations. Most of this work should be performed on atmospherically relevant
complex systems (i.e. multi-organic systems); few studies have focused on systems with two or
more organics (this does not include ambient studies because they have a complex mixture of
organics that cannot be fully identified) [Booth et al., 2009; Schwier et al., 2010; Topping et al.,
2007], and fewer have studied systems with different types of organics. Future research
directions should focus on how different varieties of molecules behave together in complex
systems (e.g. levoglucosan, HULIS, oleic acid, adipic acid and formaldehyde in one reaction
mixture), and whether the surface tension properties can still be assumed by a priori properties
of the isolated species.
Oxidative studies should also be performed to determine whether the hygroscopicity changes
found in this work are typical of mixed-component systems. This will help atmospheric scientists
better understand the lifetime and properties of aged organic aerosols in the atmosphere, as well
as the importance of additional sinks for atmospheric oxidants. Additionally, oxidative studies
using different oxidants, such as O3 and OH in parallel, can be performed to determine
competing reactions and determine how the hygroscopicity is affected at atmospherically
relevant conditions.
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All of these future studies will help elucidate surfactant behavior on atmospheric aerosols, and
will allow scientists to better predict the kinds of effects aerosols can have on climate as well as
to better input these effects in global models.
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